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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to investigate how participatory methodologies have been
integrated into Monitoring and Evaluation (M & E) of anti-poverty interventions. The key aims
were; First, to understand the structural designs of the studied M & E systems/ models, and
secondly, to understand how the systems engaged the participation of various stakeholders, as a
relatively new genre of Evaluation Practice, distinct from the previous models that have been
criticized for being exclusive and expert- driven.

The adoption of participatory principles in Evaluation has been a concern among many
practitioners and theorists alike. Philosophies of public participation emerged strongly in the late
1980s and have since become a preferred approach among many development actors. Presently,
Evaluation Practice is seriously engaged in developing appropriate participatory models. It has
been argued that developing appropriate (participatory) M & E models would make development
initiatives more stakeholder owned and more effective, especially in poverty alleviation domains.

Data collection in this study was done from February to April, 2008 in Northern Ghana,
comprising of the three regions of North, Upper West and Upper East. The study sampled 15
interventions in total from Agriculture, Health and Microfinance sectors. The study design was a
Rapid Appraisal Design and involved administered surveys, focus group discussions and
documentary analysis.

Findings show that almost all the interventions adopted Results Based Management system,
though in a manner that blended both Participatory Monitoring and Evaluation (PME) and
Logical Frameworks (Log Frame), the second being a key component of conventional Results
Based Management. Secondly, contrary to arguments that significant inclusion of stakeholders
potentially compromise Evaluation standards, results show that it is possible to balance both
professionalism and stakeholder participation effectively. This however depends on the
effectiveness of capacity building. Third, findings show that participation from beneficiaries was
more from an ‘inclusion perspective’ but little from the ‘decision making’ perspective.

This study concludes that integration of participatory principles into M & E practice has made
significant advancements. However power relations and data management in the M & E
processes still remain some of the salient issues that need to be addressed to enhance empowered
stakeholder participation and evaluative competence in participatory Monitoring and Evaluation.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 General Background
The last two decades have spawned a revolution in development studies, both in theory and
practice (Chambers, 2007; Keough, 1998). Major reforms have been witnessed, especially in
development practice approaches, with a general shift from outsider, professional- driven to more
insider, “less rigorous” approaches (Chambers, 1994).

One of the most recognizable methodological innovations that have gained currency is
participatory approach, now adopted in many development programs (Keough, 1998; Hulme,
2000). About this, Chambers (2007) argues that significant transformations have evolved around
behaviors, attitudes and practices, with increased emphasis on the principle of sharing among
stakeholders. Chambers (ibid.) further argues that this new revolution gives a pre-emptive strike
to claims of branding and exclusive ownership which characterized previous methodologies.

While many subscribe to its application, participatory approach has however raised many
questions, for instance regarding theoretical explanations (Chambers, 1994:1448) and regarding
how participatory principles could be integrated into professional standards in some domains of
development practice. One such domain is Monitoring and Evaluation of development programs
(UNDP, 1997).

This research aimed to study how participatory approach has been applied in Monitoring and
Evaluation processes of anti-poverty interventions in Northern Ghana. Anti-poverty development
agencies in Ghana have generally been praised for their outstanding performance records as
compared to other African countries. Despite the overall improvements in national well being,
background studies (Ghana Statistical Report, 2000; 2007) indicated that this success was more
pronounced in the Southern, Eastern and Western regions, while the Northern region showed
increasing levels of poverty over the last decades despite diverse anti-poverty interventions.

This study was motivated by two factors. First was a previous study I engaged in which I
evaluated the participation of multiple stakeholders in an educational program. The findings left
me with some unanswered questions which I wished to investigate in other socio-economic
development settings such as poverty alleviation programmes. The second motivation was purely
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my encounters during this Master’s programme with the writings of Chambers (1994; 1997; 2007)
on participatory methodologies. He highlights some challenges inherent to participatory
methodologies which I considered worth exploring in the field of program Evaluations.

1.2 Problem Statement
Like other development disciplines, Monitoring and Evaluation has been widely perceived to be
experiencing problems with finding models which would make their previously exclusive models
participatory. Exclusiveness here implies that the M&E processes do not involve participation of
stakeholders. It is a fact that many organizations now adopt participatory approaches and try to
make their programmes inclusive of other development stakeholders. Evaluation, being a client
centered practice, finds it imperative to adjust to these methodological challenges (Mabry, 2002).

Mabry (2002:146) points out the extent of widespread disharmony among Evaluation experts and
organizations on how to practice Evaluation in a participatory way. She also points out how this
new methodology has led to challenging evaluator-client relationships. Mabry ( ibid, p.146) notes;
“The dozen or so of models or approaches to program Evaluation attest to the lack of agreement
among evaluators as Applied Social Scientists about how to do the job.”

In response to this methodological anarchy, as Lewis (2004) describes the situation, Evaluation
practitioners continue to study how to develop appropriate systems and practices that inculcate
participatory principles. A good illustration is how organizations engaged in regular program
Monitoring and Evaluations strive to respond to this challenge, for instance, The International
Fund for Agriculture and Development [IFAD, 1999]’s New Approach to Evaluation.

Traditional Monitoring and Evaluation systems have been expert driven and exclusive of most
programme stakeholders (Verschuren & Zsolnai, 1998). Such systems have been operated on
logical framework (Log-frame/ LFA) models (Management for Development Foundation [MDF],
2007). Concerning the use of logical framework and the need for new systems, MDF further
comments;
This is especially so (sic) with actors in those projects, programmes and
organizations which receive funding from multi-lateral, bi-lateral and civil
society/ NGO-support donors for whom LFA [or components of it] is a standard
tool used for Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation (PME). Being brought into
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contact with a new PME paradigm inevitably makes them to compare that
paradigm with LFA (MDF, 2007- www.mdf.nl).

With the popularity of participatory principles, perspectives have changed and consequently
interests that drive Monitoring and Evaluation have changed as well to be more stakeholder
focused (Lewis, 2004; Hulme, 2000). It’s a clear paradigm shift with re-oriented objectives,
which many evaluators and organizations find problematic to inculcate in their Monitoring and
Evaluation practice.

1.3 Rationale
Understanding whether programmes are bearing successful outcomes depends on systems put in
place to evaluate such programmes. Masssuanganhe (2005) emphasizes the need for strong
Monitoring system as a prerequisite for sound operation of poverty alleviation programmes.

My study critically analyzed the Monitoring and Evaluation systems as applied by different
interventions in Northern Ghana. This study discusses findings on the regionally popular M & E
system, RBM, and its implications for participatory development, thereby adding to the
Evaluation systems research efforts of the international Monitoring and Evaluation fraternity. It’s
through continuous systems research that the challenge of participatory models in Evaluation can
be addressed, in response to the Evaluation fraternity’s question captured through Mabry
(2002:145), “Can post-modern (participatory approach) improve Evaluation?”

Generally, post-modernism is a philosophy with its strong roots in the Social Sciences, and has
been widely adopted in development studies. Contrary to modernism, post-modernism opposes
the idea that truth/ reality is objective and predictable, but instead depends on contextual
experiences. Post-modern evaluations therefore seek to focus more on the experiences of
intervention stakeholders and to evaluate based on contextualized ‘truths’ or ‘realities’.

Secondly, findings from this study provide insightful policy recommendations for the
interventions studied and others which might be applying RBM system in similar contexts but in
different localities. As reviewed shortly hereafter (Literature review section), there is a strong
need for M & E policy fine-tuning in the area of poverty alleviation. With the advocacy for pro
poor approaches to poverty alleviation under Millennium development goals, many development
agencies have moved in to adopt participatory approaches.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1.1 General Review
The development of participatory methodologies in development practice has been continuous
and progressive, but as Chambers (2007) notes, significant adoption of such approaches has been
particularly evident since the mid 1990s. Chambers traces the early origins of the “RRA/
PRA/PLA” methodologies in community based natural resource management, agriculture, and
empowerment studies.

In Evaluations the adoption of participatory methodologies could also be argued to have evolved
remarkably from the mid 1990s, though professional Evaluation in itself had been existent
actively since the 1960s. Biggs (1995) in Gregory (2000) recognizes this general trend towards
the development and use of participatory methods in Evaluation, referring to it as the
‘participatory orthodoxy’. Participatory methodologies have also engendered an array of other
terminologies and concepts such as empowerment, inclusion, emancipation, capacity-building
and organizational learning.

The adoption of participatory methodologies in Evaluation has been argued from different
perspectives, but commonly from the perspective of stakeholder empowerment (Fetterman, 2001;
Miller & Lennie, 2005). A number of authors have credited Fetterman to be the originator of
Empowerment Evaluation in 1994 (Fetterman & Wandersman, 2005; Miller & Lennie, 2005).
The empowerment objective of Evaluation is a perspective that has been espoused by most postmodern evaluators as a theoretical view point, for instance Mabry (2002). Others have also
argued the significance of stakeholder participation purely on the grounds that it enhances public
utilization of evaluations (Cousins, 2003; Greene, 1988; Patton, 1997 in Forss et al, 2006).

On the other hand, participatory methodologies have also raised concerns of theory in Evaluation.
Mabry (2002:143) argues that Participatory Evaluation arises out of Post-modernistic Social
Science, where she defines post-modernism as “… a cognizance and critique of the
disempowerment and dehumanization of those at the bottom by those at the top.” She points out
that the work of Evaluation is to interrogate programme theory and the effects of the programmes
on society.
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Critics of participatory approaches in Evaluation have challenged its practicality, arguing that it
could compromise professionalism of Evaluation. There are authors who see true application of
participatory methodologies in Evaluation as mere rhetoric. For instance Duddley (1993) in
Gregory (2000) questions the value of participatory methodologies in practice. He observes that
“Community participation may have won the war of words but, beyond rhetoric, its success is
less evident”. Forss et al. (2006) on the other hand represent those who choose to maintain
‘middle-of-the-road’ position, asserting that “Evaluations are seldom either clearly participatory
or non-participatory”.

To many pro-participatory authors, the key thing about Participatory Evaluation is that it has
brought about transformations in social relationships involving the evaluator and other
stakeholders (Mertens, 2001). Fetterman (2001: 381) in his Vision of Evaluation Practice in the
21st Century concurs that Evaluation will be characterized by critical and collaborative
relationships, and that “… things will be done in a different way and at a much high level of
capacity than most evaluators are currently engaged”. Importantly, he asserts that evaluators and
their skills will not simply be imposed on communities and programmes as done in previous
methodologies. In the effort to develop participatory models, methodological innovations have
been realized, based on particular practitioners’ conceptualization of participatory development. I
will review three of them, which I consider relevant to this study.

First review is Andiema, Dietz and Kotomeni (2002) study in West Pokot District, Kenya. Their
methodology involved focus group discussions where local communities were engaged in
recollection and reflection exercises regarding previous poverty alleviation interventions in the
area. A number of poverty alleviation interventions initiated in the region by different
organizations were evaluated in historical perspective. The dimensions of evaluation were based
on the communities’ own perceptions of the outcomes of the various interventions. Through this
exercise, the participants discovered their own abilities to set for themselves the dimensions upon
which evaluations could be based. This offers the empowering value, which Participatory
Evaluation strives for, though it would raise “criteria of merit” questions in professional
Evaluation circles (American Evaluation Association [AEA], 2004).

Second review is a study by Skolits and Boser (2008) who propose an “Evaluation Hotline”
methodology as a way to broaden inclusiveness of evaluations. The methodology was applied in
evaluating some educational programmes in public schools in the South-East, USA. Generally,
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the design involves providing toll-free telephone access to members of the public, followed by
stationing of an evaluation team to receive calls. Skolits and Boser (ibid.) argue that this
methodology can open participation to stakeholders who cannot be identified directly in
community projects or who cannot be reached easily. The application of this methodology
yielded much success in broadening participation. The design is potentially very participatory.
However this methodology would raise concerns regarding representativeness. As they admit, it
would also be prone to misuse if not designed well, in addition to being costly.

Final review is Holte- Mackenzie et al. (2006) study in Kilifi, Kenya. They document an
interesting case from their evaluation study of Moving The Goalpost Kilifi (MTGK), girls and
young women empowerment project in Kilifi District, Kenya. The study was conducted in 2003.
The objective of the MTGK project was to contribute to the empowerment of girls in the District
through sports, specifically football. The empowerment objective entailed developing some
dimensions of life skills in the target group; teamwork, leadership, organization and self esteem.

The project had experienced difficulties with developing appropriate qualitative indicators for its
Monitoring and Evaluation activities. The aim of Halte-Mackenzie and her team’s study was to
understand the existing M & E system and thereafter to engage the stakeholders in developing
participatory M & E mechanisms, particularly setting performance indicators. Key stakeholders
in the project were the girls and young women who participated in the project, MTGK as the
implementing organization and the non-targeted members of the communities where the project
was implemented, who would in this case be viewed as indirect stakeholders.

The approach adopted by Holte- Mackenzie and her team was Participatory Learning and
Appraisal (PLA). It engaged the MTGK's 15 member Girls’ Committee in developing qualitative
indicators that would be used to monitor and evaluate the program. Focus group discussions and
semi-structured interviews were also used. The evaluation approach exhibited an interesting use
of popular participatory methods of voting, scoring and ranking techniques (Chambers, 2007) in
setting M & E indicators.

From that study, findings reported a successful collaborative process of M & E indicator setting.
However, the indicators were developed based on pre-existing (non-participatory) dimensions
that had been adopted by the management of the implementers based on the targeted life skills,
thereby being a ‘guided participation’.
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Their findings point to two major concerns in participatory M & E models; power relations and
culture. In their findings, age and education were factors that brought about power relations,
constraining the participation of participants in M & E exercises. With regard to culture, they
observe that cultural orientations influence how one measures change and his/ her relationships
with other stakeholders. As they observed, cultural norms may lead to insubordination
relationships even among beneficiary stakeholders themselves.

They however report that intervention stakeholders who are often left out in professionally driven
evaluations can be good evaluators if given opportunity, and that they are often willing to
participate. While this argument could be true, it however depends on the relevant stakeholders’
abilities to understand practical issues in evaluations and to have evaluative capacity. This
argument probably also assumes a harmonious understanding among stakeholders of how the
intervention operates. Nonetheless, Holte- Mackenzie et al report that their study promoted
participation, enhanced trustworthiness and led to organizational capacity building among the
stakeholders in the process of their participation.
Andiema et al. (2002) is an example of where intervention beneficiaries take primary role
(exclusively) in evaluation process, from setting dimensions of merit to making judgments on
outcomes. Skolits and Boser (2008) emphasize broadened participation, especially unidentifiable
or unreachable stakeholders, though the dimensions of merit were set through professional
evaluation standards, not stakeholders themselves. Just like Andiema et al. (2002), HolteMackenzie et al. (2006) show-case the ability of stakeholders, especially beneficiaries to possess
evaluative skills, and their willingness to participate.

However, Holte- Mackenzie’s case basically stops at monitoring processes and does not proceed
to show how the stakeholders would be engaged in impact evaluations. In addition, their
methodology deals with inclusion of stakeholder representatives, the MTGK's 15 member Girls’
Committee, not all stakeholders. That however reflects yet another conceptualization of
stakeholder participation, ‘participation through representatives’, which is a common approach
among many ‘participatory’ evaluators, for instance OECD (2002a).

Nonetheless, all the three cases fit legitimately within Participatory Monitoring and Evaluation,
but handle the participation issue differently. The three represent the continuum of stakeholder
participation/ inclusion in programme Monitoring and Evaluation; participation through
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representatives (Holte-Mackenzie), to participation by direct and identifiable stakeholders
(Andiema et al.2002; UNDP, 2002), to broader public participation, covering indirect
stakeholders (Skolits & Bozer, 2008; Saunders, 2006). My study looks into the RBM system that
the interventions use on a regular basis, and gives a critique on the extent to which the system and
its varied modes of implementation engage different levels of stakeholders, while at the same
time meeting professional Evaluation Best Practice principles.

2.1.2 Theoretical Framework
This section first gives a brief review of the dominant theoretical approaches in Evaluation
Practice; Goal-Based approach the Goal- Free approach and Participatory approach. Under
participatory approach, it discusses the epistemology relevant to Participatory Evaluation, the key
interest of this study.

A) Goal Based Approach
This has been the preference of many Evaluation practitioners working in consultancy, especially
in donor-funded projects (Box, 2007, Oct). Verschuren & Zsolnai (1998: 156) argue that GoalBased Evaluation operates on the principle of goal-rationality assumption, first explained by a
German Social Scientist, Max Weber. In this perspective, all human behavior is understood to be
a strive for specific goals, with the aid of certain means, and in which the means are rationally
derived from the goals. An example of Goal- Based approach is the Log-Frame model, already
discussed in the problem statement section. UNDP (2002a) Log-Frame as “A methodology that
logically relates the main elements in programme and project design and helps to ensure that the
intervention is likely to achieve measurable results”. By use of “log frame matrix” the
methodology works at establishing consistency among outcomes, outputs, activities and inputs,
and to identify important risks or assumptions in intervention programmes.

Methodologically, Goal-Based approach begins by setting goals for the intervention. Evaluation
is thereafter done on the basis of these goals to determine the success or failure of the intervention.
Hence, the important levels of measurement are the pre-intervention level of welfare (Baseline)
and the post-intervention level (Verschuren & Zsolnai, 1998). Success depends on how close the
outcomes get to the originally set objectives. I would argue that this rationale is what is
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responsible for the problem of causation/ attribution1, which is currently a hotly debated issue in
Evaluation circles (DPRN 2006: 9; Hulme, 2000: 84).

Goal- Based approach has attracted considerable criticism from many Evaluation practitioners
who point out that it is a top down approach which neglects the interests of other stakeholders in
development processes. Verschuren & Zsolnai (1998: 157) comment that it is too linear and
ignores the fact that goals are never permanent but continuously undergo redefinition in the
course of an intervention process. It is on the basis of these shortcomings that Goal- Free
Evaluation emerged.

B) Goal Free approach
Goal- Free approach seeks to principally overcome stakeholder exclusion, for which Goal-Based
approach has been criticized. Major proponents of this approach include Scriven (1980) who
advocates for an approach that “…will not be driven by managers’ view points nor by consumers’
view points, but will stand above identification, sensitizing each other (stakeholders) about the
importance of the other.”

The main issue in Goal- Free approach is that the criteria of determining success should not be
the a priori2 set goals, but should be based on mapping out of the outcomes of interventions and
comparing them to the needs of stakeholders (Verschuren & Zsolnai, 1998: 158). Goal- Free
Evaluation seeks to provide a more stake-holder oriented methodology to Evaluation.

C) Participatory approach
Participatory development in any form has normatively been argued from constructivist
epistemology (Chambers, 2007; Crotty 1998). Constructivism is believed to have its theoretical
roots in the philosophy of Emmanuel Kant, its basic principle being that reality (knowledge) is
based on the experiences and the perceptions of the knower (Jonassen, 1991: 6). Meaning is
therefore based on how individuals construct it, depending on their social and physical
experiences. With relevance to intervention research, understanding the socio economic needs,
necessary interventions and the success or failure of these interventions should be understood
from the perspective of the people involved, or those whose realities these interventions claim to
address (Chambers 1997; Hulme 2000: 87).
1
2

Linking Intervention outcomes to specific causes (Causality)
Determined before the start of the actual intervention
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Within constructivism is the theory of critical inquiry (Crotty,1998). Pleasants (2000) comments
that critical social theory depicts individuals as active, knowing, interpreting and meaningbearing agents. Critical theory ascribes new roles to Science and to the process of scientific
inquiry (Hordijk, 2007, Sept) . It argues that Science should transform social structures and bring
about social change, an argument that is much in tandem with Mabry’s thoughts on Post-modern
Evaluation practice (Mabry, 2002: 145).

Critical inquiry focuses inquisitively on existing power structures which may hinder progress in
development processes. As mentioned earlier (Problem Statement section), evaluations of
development interventions have been primarily driven by donor interests, which in the light of
participatory approach, undermines the worth and interests of other stakeholders. With the
interest to gain insights on stakeholder participation and power relations in monitoring and
evaluations, this study was conducted along the constructivist line of inquiry.

2. 2 Research Questions
The leading research question was;
How did stakeholders participate in the M & E processes of anti-poverty interventions in
Northern Ghana and to what extent did the institutionalized M & E systems meet Best Practice
principles on Stakeholder Participation and on Evaluation?

Sub Questions
1. What kinds of interventions existed and what were their objectives?
2. How did the stakeholders participate in these interventions?
3. How were the M & E procedures determined? By who and how?
4. What were the perceptions of the intervention officers regarding the M & E systems used?
5. To what extent did the existing M & E systems meet professional standards on
Stakeholder Participation and on Evaluation?
6. What implications do the findings have on Evaluation Theory and Practice?
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2.3 Conceptual Framework
2.3.1 Key Terms and Concepts
i) Participation- The International Association for Impact Assessment ([IAIA], 2006) defines
participation as “… the involvement (Italics provided) of individuals and groups that are
positively or negatively affected by a proposed intervention subject to a decision making process,
or are interested in it.” This study looked at five qualitative indicators of participation, selected
from The International Association for Impact Assessment’s Best Practice (2006) criteria. The
Guideline states that the interventions should be;
A) Informative and Pro-active: Recognizing that the stakeholders have the right to be
informed early and in a meaningful way in proposals that affect their interests in the
interventions.
B) Adaptive and Communicative: Recognizing the social heterogeneity of the stakeholders
in terms of knowledge, power, values and interests. Modes of communication should be
respectful and effective to all individuals and groups.
C) Inclusive and Equitable: Ensuring that all interests, including the non-represented and
under-represented are respected for instance women, children and the elderly.
D) Cooperative: The intervention should foster co-operation, convergence and consensus
building. Conflicting perspectives and values should be accommodated and harmonized
without been subdued.
E) Imputable: Improving the intervention under study, taking into account the results of the
participatory process; including reporting and feedback to stakeholders as well as
informing them on how their inputs contributed to decision-making.

ii) Monitoring and Evaluation- This study defines Monitoring as the regular collection and
analysis of information about an intervention program (Development Policy Review Network
[DPRN] Report, 2006). On the other hand, Evaluation is defined in this study as the
determination of the merit and worth of an intervention, based on Fitzpatrick, Sanders and
Worthen (2003). In their relatedness, Monitoring has been viewed in the sense of Process
Evaluation (Purdon et al., 2001).Both have wide similarities (Finn, 2007).

iii) Stakeholder- This study adopted Skolits and Boser’s (2008) definition of stakeholder as “ …
an array of individuals and groups ranging from the Evaluation sponsor and program
beneficiaries to more distant but potentially interested citizens far removed from any direct
involvement with the entity being evaluated”. Masssuanganhe (2005: 9) suggests that Monitoring
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should be carried out by all stakeholders at all levels, though the methods and roles may vary,
depending on the objectives.

iv) Poverty- This study adopted Amartya Sen’s Freedoms Perspective of poverty (Sen, 1999).
Sen’s perspective views poverty as a constraining factor to individual freedom (well being),
where freedom is defined as the capability of individuals to live the kind of life they value and
have reason to value. Poverty hence is seen to limit the individual’s substantive freedoms3. Sen
(ibid.) argues that increased freedom enhances the ability of individuals to help themselves and to
influence the world, and that these matters are central to the process of development. He
identifies two merits of freedom;
1. Significant in itself for the person’s overall freedom
2. Important in fostering the person’s opportunity to have valuable outcomes.

v) Anti-Poverty Intervention- Generally, interventions operate on the assumption that the
constraints to substantive freedoms can be broken from external efforts. In principle interventions
offer an additional power to the recipients (also called agents in intervention contexts) to enable
them live better lives. On this line of argument, I therefore define anti-poverty interventions as
“any initiatives aimed at stopping, reversing or limiting the spread of un-freedoms and their
effects” in the spheres of education, health and incomes (the three dimensions derived from the
conventional Human Development Index criteria).

vi) Agency- In development interventions, the term agency is normally used to collectively refer
to the beneficiaries of the intervention. It is the “action perspective” of the beneficiaries’ roles in
development. Sen defines it as “someone who acts and brings about change, and whose
achievements can be judged in terms of his/ her own values and objectives” (Sen, 1998:19).

3

Specific things that wealth enables an individual to do or to achieve
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Figure 1: Schematic Diagram of Monitoring and Evaluation Chain
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
3.1 Ghana: The Background Study
Ghana is one of the Western African states, bordering Ivory Coast to the West, Burkina Faso to
the North, Togo to the East and Gulf of Guinea to the South (Senyo 2007; www.ghanaweb.com).
In terms of size, it covers a total area of 238,540 km2. The word Ghana was derived from one of
the West African medieval languages, translating to “The Warrior King”, a title that referred to
the ancient kings who reigned in the West African region (Jackson & John, 2001: 201). Under
British occupation, the country was known as the Gold Coast till independence in 1957. The
name Ghana was chosen at independence as a reminder of the pre-colonial empire of “Ghana”,
which extended vastly covering various parts of modern West African states (McLean, 2001;
Senyo 2007:3).

Politically, Ghana is generally divided into two broad administrative units; The Southern part
which has Accra as its administrative capital and the Northern part (Plange, 1979;
www.ghanaweb.com). Northern Ghana is further split into three administrative regions; Northern
Ghana, Upper West and Upper East, with headquarters in Tamale, Wa and Bolgatanga
respectively. This study focused on the Northern part, also referred to as Rural Savannah
(Ghanaian Statistical Survey, 2000).

Northern Ghana is deemed to be poorer than the Southern part. It heavily relies on subsistence
agriculture for the sustenance of livelihoods, despite adverse climatic conditions. This situation
causes food insecurity and low, unreliable incomes (Dietz, Millar & Obeng, 2002). Conversely
the South is deemed to be robust in opportunities and mineral resources, leading to more
sustainable livelihoods and economic prosperity. This inequality is one of the reasons responsible
for massive emigrations from the North to the South. Various studies (Ghana Statistical Surveys
(1991/92 and 1997/98; Dietz, Millar & Obeng, 2002; Bekye, 1998) have identified the Northern
region to be under-developed in many ways with regard to the conventional human development
indicators.

Ghana could be classified as one of the most multi cultural countries in Africa, with about 100
languages in use. However, English is the official language used for official, educational and
business purposes. Dominant ethnic languages include the Akan, Moshi-Dagomba, Ewe and Ga,
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in national proportions of 49%, 16%, 13% and 8% respectively. In terms of religion, Ghana is
mainly Christian (63%), with approximately 21% of the population professing traditional beliefs
and 16% Islam (www.ghanaweb.com). However Northern Ghana is mainly Islam.

3. 2 Research Design
The overall research design adopted for this study was Rapid Appraisal design. Hulme (2000: 86)
remarks that this design involves the use of focus groups, semi-structured interviews with key
informants, case studies, participant observation and secondary data sources. He points out three
advantages of Rapid Appraisal that would be particularly useful in studies on intervention
assessments; (i) Ability to capture diversity of perceptions, (ii) highly successful in eliciting
views from disadvantaged groups, and (iii) has great potentials to contribute to stakeholder
capacity building.

This research did not involve any experimental studies on groups neither did it involve any indepth parametric analyses. Conversely, the study was fundamentally qualitative, though as Hulme
(2000) observes, such a design may at later stages of analysis quantify some data whereby nonparametric procedures may be necessary, as it did in this case.

3.3 Target Population
This study was conducted in Northern Ghana and it involved different layers of stakeholders. As
characteristic to many intervention programs, there are various levels of stakeholders, at the upstream level (donors, government), mid-stream (implementers) and down- stream (beneficiaries).
These categories were sub groups for study. However, the key target population was the antipoverty interventions in the Northern Ghana, covering Upper West, Upper East and North
administrative regions (See Appendix 1). The various interventions were sampled as
organizational (corporate) target population. In addition, the project officers working in these
interventions became the human target population, forming the second level of target population.

3.4 Units of Analysis
This study analyzes interventions initiated by different development agencies in Northern Ghana.
A number of interventions were selected based on their sectoral focus on the anti-poverty agenda
for instance agriculture, microfinance and health. Analysis was done based on how these
interventions interacted with the respective stakeholders in M & E processes.
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The second unit of analysis was individuals who work as project officers in the studied
interventions. Wherever analysis of individual officers has been done, it is deemed that their
perspectives represent that of their respective interventions, by virtue of their responsibilities in
those interventions.

3. 5 Sampling Methods
i) Sampling of Intervention units
First step in the study involved an inventory exercise of all non governmental development
organizations working in the three regions (Upper West, Upper East and North) which were
funded by Cordaid and ICCO Alliance from the Netherlands. The second step involved
developing the sampling frame, composed of organizations working specifically in anti-poverty
intervention programs.

The next step involved stratified random sampling, followed by systematic sampling, as
expounded by Nichols (1995:61). The three administrative regions mentioned earlier formed the
first stratum, followed by the sector of the intervention. Systematic sampling was then done on
the three main anti-poverty areas of intervention in the region; (a) Agriculture, (b) health, and (c)
Microfinance.

The criterion for determining how many interventions to be included from each geographical area
was based on relative proportions (Weights). In total, 15 interventions were selected for analysis.
A few interventions were selected for further in-depth case studies. Table 1 below shows the
distribution of the sampled interventions;
Table 1. Northern Ghana: Distribution of ICCO/ CORDAID Interventions by Region and Sector

Region
North
Upper
West
Upper
East
Sector
Total

Health Agric Livelihood Micro
Finance
4
10
2
4

1

11

3

2

1

15

17

3

3

Other
2
(ISODEC,ACDEP)
1
(FIC)
1
Nav/Bolga Diocese
4

Region
Total
18
6
18
42
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Total Sample = 15 interventions
Region-Based Sampling
North – 6
Upper East – 6
Upper West – 3
Region/ Sector- Stratified Sampling
A) North (6)
Agriculture – 3
Health – 1
Micro-Finance/Other – 2

B) Upper East (6)
Agriculture- 1
Health – 4

C) Upper West (3)
Agriculture - 2
Livelihoods- 1

Livelihood – 1
Micro Finance/Other - 0

ii) Sampling of Stake-holders
Stakeholders sampled were mainly intervention staff serving in various capacities, primarily M &
E officers, but also included extension officers, program managers and field microfinance officers.
The selection of the officers depended on the M & E structures of their respective interventions,
and what roles the officers played in the M & E processes. Their sampling was therefore
purposive. A few target beneficiaries of the various interventions were also sampled randomly,
based on their availability at the time of data gathering.

Most of the individuals sampled came from the midstream level of stakeholders, while just a few
came from the down-stream and none from the upstream levels (Refer to section on stakeholders
analysis on page 26). The first reason for doing this is that time and resource limitations could not
allow for a representative inclusion of beneficiaries. Evidence on the ground showed very
scattered settlement patterns, which would need a lot of time and financial resources to reach the
beneficiaries in a representative way. Accidental sampling of beneficiaries was therefore more
appropriate.

Secondly, the design of the M & E structures in the interventions made it easy to understand the
objectives of the study and the participation of the other stakeholders without necessarily
sampling from the downstream and up- stream levels. The documentations available from the
intervention offices showed areas in which all the other stakeholders contributed in terms of
M&E, which was considered fairly adequate, considering the resources available for this study.
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3.6 Data Collection Methods
i) Documentary Analysis: This involved studying written documents such as Monitoring and
Evaluation reports, annual reports, strategic plans, project proposals, organizational structures
(organograms), stakeholder correspondences among other documentary sources.
ii) Semi-Structured Interviews: This was mostly applied in collecting data from intervention
officers. They were interviewed around topics relevant to Monitoring and Evaluation procedures
and on stakeholder participation in their respective interventions.

iii) Informal Interviews: Informal interviews were mostly used on beneficiaries and non-sampled
intervention officers, who were used for purposes of triangulation. Informal interviews allowed
them opportunity to raise unanticipated themes of discussion which they considered relevant to M
& E in their contexts. Russell (2002: 209) notes that this method is very appropriate in
uncovering new topics of qualitative interest that might have been ignored in highly structured
methods.

iv) Focus Groups
Three focus groups were conducted with M & E officers and extension officers who came from
different intervention implementation sites (stations), but who worked under the same cluster
organizations (PAS, EPDRA and ADDRO). A fourth focus group was held with members of the
Northern Ghana M & E resource team during their first quarter review meeting in February,
under the auspices of ACDEP.

3.7 Data analysis Procedure
i) SWOT analysis
The perceptions of the intervention officers were analyzed qualitatively for themes relevant to
Monitoring and Evaluation and anti-poverty interventions. Through their perceptions, the
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of implementing Results Based Management as
an approach to Monitoring and Evaluation were explored. Pearce (2007) argues that SWOT
Analysis is a very effective way for identifying the four dimensions in any development program.
Usually, a chart is drawn with 4 categories reflecting the 4 dimensions. Interview data can then be
fitted into these categories, reflecting respondents’ opinions on strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats. Zaal (2007, Dec) elaborates on how such an analysis can be done in
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studying activities of Non-governmental organizations, whose activities were the focus of this
study.

ii) Best Practice Standards and Guidelines
The second approach to analysis was based on two popularly applied professional Best Practice
Guidelines; (i) The American Evaluation Association’s (2004) Guiding Principles for Evaluators
and (ii) The International Association of Impact Assessment’s (2006) Public Participation:
International Best Practice Principles. The two are widely accepted standards among evaluators
and impact assessment practitioners respectively internationally (See section 6.1, chap 6).

The rationale for using the two standards is that this study is basically centered on two main
concepts; stakeholder participation and professionalism in Evaluation. Integrating the two into
professional evaluations, especially in development interventions has been a point of wide
discussions among M & E practitioners. The two Best Practice guidelines present ideal practice
situations, and have hereby been used to provide scientific assessment of the dominant M & E
system in the studied interventions, RBM, and the way the organizations variously implement it.

3.8 Statement of Ethics
Scheyvens, Nowak & Scheyvens (2003) point out major ethical considerations that are necessary
for a social research study such as this. Evaluation in a multi- stakeholder environment could
result to highly political issues (Bamberger, Rugh & Mabry, 2006) and the extent could involve
loss of jobs for program staff. It could also lead to friction among stake-holders, and further it
could change the attitudes of some stakeholders regarding the interventions.

To avoid such consequences, this study observed the highest possible level of confidentiality. I
also anticipated possible misrepresentation of facts. To ensure integrity and high quality of the
study, triangulation of information was done from various sources. The research process also
ensured that all the respondents understood the full implications of the study, and participated
voluntarily. No financial reciprocity was awarded, or even promised for the participants.

Finally in reporting, where real identities of the respondents or interventions was deemed to have
potential harm to the subjects, their real identities have been obscured. But where no reasonable
harm is anticipated from the disclosure, the real identities have been exposed. Exposure of
identities may be controversial in social research, but sometimes Evaluation-related research
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necessitates this disclosure, as long as this revelation does not jeopardize those involved in the
study (DAC Principles 7.1, oecd.org). This is due to the utility nature of the product of such
research (Davidson, 2005; JCSEE, 1994). For instance in this particular study, the research would
provide a useful tool for organizational reflection and learning among the studied interventions
and their stakeholders.

3.9 Limitations to the Study
It is evident from the sampling procedures described above that the study concentrated on the
midstream stakeholders, and little on the upstream and downstream levels. This would raise
questions of representativeness of the sampling. However this bias was anticipated and from the
conceptualization of the study, this bias does not significantly compromise the results of the study.
The argument is that systems characteristically exist independent of the presence of individuals
who run it (Parsons, 1977 in Munch 2001). The functioning of the systems can be construed by
merely studying the systems and how the various participants fit into the systems.

The second reason for the bias is that after preliminary analysis, it was clear that the
implementing organizations, which are the primary midstream stakeholders, are the custodians of
the systems and could effectively describe how the systems operated including the upstream and
bottom-stream levels of stakeholders. The third reason for accepting the bias is that due to
limitations of time and resources as earlier mentioned, it would be advisable to stick to the
midstream level if they would provide sufficient data about the M & E systems under
investigation (Bamberger, Rugh & Mabry, 2006).
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CHAPTER FOUR
NATURE OF INTERVENTIONS AND STAKEHOLDERS
4.1 Poverty situation in the Northern Region
The Northern region of Ghana has been regarded as the most underdeveloped nationally in terms
of physical infrastructure and livelihoods opportunities (Dietz, et al, 2002; UNICEF, 1986 in
Dietz, et al., 2002). Out of the 10 administrative regions in the entire country, the 3 regions
constituting Northern Ghana (Upper East, Upper West and North) contribute to approximately
57.2% of the total national poverty, based on the poverty line of 288,4700 cedis (Appr $ 259.5)4.
A study of the severity/ depth of poverty nationally further shows that the depth of poverty in this
region is severest, and is much higher than the national average (Northern Ghana = 80.3%,
National average = 10).

Hence, conditions of poverty are felt in diverse areas ranging from lack of adequate food for
majority of the population, lack of proper housing, income generating opportunities among other
conventional indicators of poverty. Northern Ghana relies predominantly on agriculture for the
sustenance of livelihoods, about 80-90% of the population. Sustainable Agriculture however is a
difficulty, given the Sahel Savannah climate, which has made the region to be vulnerable to
frequent droughts. This situation has adversely affected agricultural yields in the region,
significantly contributing to food inadequacy and low incomes, among other forms of poverty.

According to many commentators, government related interventions in this region have been very
sporadic (TUDRIDEP, Annual Report 2006). Consequently, the development of the region has
mostly been attributed to the initiatives of local non-governmental organizations with support
from international development organizations, especially from Holland, United States, Germany
and Canada. This research established that the existing interventions have particularly targeted
food security, health and household incomes as priority areas.

Historically, this study found out that interventions by local non-governmental organizations in
the region in partnership with foreign development agencies is a phenomenon that has been going
on for over 30 years (Since early 1970s). However, many of these development projects have
been initiatives of church- based organizations, which perceived socio-economic development of
their congregations to be a necessary extension of their ecclesiastical ministry (Missionary work).
4

Based on Ghana Living Standards Survey (GLSS, 2006).
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Analysis of their intervention goals and objectives vis- a -vis their religious doctrines reveal close
connections. Biblical teachings on principles such as compassion, humility, love and service have
been incorporated into intervention missions, goals and activities. These principles were common
to Islam and Northern Ghana traditional religions as well.

4.2 Religion and the anti-poverty Interventions
The Catholic Health projects for example are driven by the principle of providing ‘holistic’ health
(implying mind, body and soul), with the mission ‘… to continue Christ’s ministry in bringing
healing to the greatest possible number of people under the Diocese’ 5 . According to the
Presbyterian Agricultural Projects Coordinator, Dan Kolbilla, for the soul to participate
effectively in religious matters, the mind and the body need to be sound and comfortable. He
further adds that the Development wing of these church based interventions function like John the
Baptist, ‘fore-runner’, preparing the way for the Evangelism wing, just as John did with Jesus.
Similarly, Beatrice (The Coordinator of the Presbyterian Bawku District Health Centers)
comments that Presbyterian Health interventions are founded upon Christ’s directive of, “Go and
tell the people what the Lord has done for you”, a phrase that is traceable in the Bible’s Mark 5
healing story.

However, performance indicators are not based on ‘soul-winning’ or statistics of people joining
the respective churches, but based purely on socio-economic development. Access to the
interventions is also not restricted to members of the churches but open to the entire society.
Traces of religious principles could also be seen in the fact that abortion, sterilization and
euthanasia are not accepted at all in the Catholic health interventions.

Further to having church-based origins, there are also contextualized perspectives on poverty
involved in the interventions. TUDRIDEP views proper living in terms of access to food, clothing,
housing, education, and health. The access to these life sustaining factors is viewed by
TUDRIDEP as a divine right given to humanity by God (TUDRIDEP, Annual Reports, 2006).
From that perspective, these God-given rights have however been taken away by poverty. The
place of development interventions is therefore to fight poverty by restoring to people these
divine rights. This view comes close to Armatya Sen’s (1999) perspective on poverty as freedoms,
except for the additional religious element. Interventions by TUDRIDEP are however on
agricultural extension and food production. The approach taken in this Divine Rights perspective
5

Quoted from James, the DDO Health Programs Co-ordinator in an interview
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is to give the poor and vulnerable people the necessary skills, attitudes and economic access to
claim the God given rights.

4.3 Early Forms of Interventions
With regard to sectoral focus, this study found out that food security has been the concern for
many interventions over time. For instance, one of the earliest known interventions in Northern
Ghana was started by the Presbyterian Church, and this was through the establishment of an
agricultural extension project at Garu station in the Upper East region. This was done in 1968 in
collaboration with the Dutch Mission Board, which supported the Presbyterian Church mission.

The main objective of the intervention was to address the situation of food inadequacy and
problems of malnutrition which had been realized among many people in the area. This pioneer
agricultural extension project was started by a Dutch agronomist, Karel Rigters, who had been
invited from Wageningen by the Dutch Mission Board to assist in setting up professional
agricultural extension services.

The good outcomes realized from this project led to its replication in Langbensi in the North in
1972 and later to other areas in the region. Later this was followed by other Christian
missionaries who had also settled in other parts of the Northern region such as the Evangelical
Presbyterian Missionaries in Yendi District. They also started with agricultural interventions in
Yendi, Chereponi, and then Saboba in that order in the 1970s.

Generally within the agricultural stations, this study found that the most popular project is known
as the “Market Access project”. Market Access project is run by almost all agricultural stations in
the region, and its main goal is to support the local farmers by way of loans and technical
assistance to adopt market oriented production. Converse to the previously dominant
consumption- oriented production, Market Access project is aimed at ensuring that farmers get a
boosted income by producing crops that are needed more in the market such as sorghum, soy
beans and groundnuts. The Market Access intervention is significantly supported currently by
ICCO Alliance (Netherlands), Savannah Farmers Marketing Company (Ghana) among other
development agencies. Savannah Farmers Marketing Company provides loans for the farmers
through the various agricultural stations, while after harvesting, it also buys and markets the
produce.
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The third and also very fundamental kind of anti-poverty intervention is the Microfinance
intervention. This study sampled three Microfinance institutions; Mata-N-Tudu, BESSFA rural
bank, and Sinapia-Ba Trust. According to the Manager of BESSFA, BESSFA started in 1983 as
an effort of the various agricultural interventions as a way of encouraging the local farmers to
save capital.

These Microfinance institutions focus on helping the economically deprived to start income
generating projects. These institutions therefore help them with loans and sometimes grants. In
addition to having Christian origins, the three Microfinance interventions are also driven by the
desire to reach out to the bottom poor in their surrounding societies. They particularly focus on
females and female headed households as part of the gender mainstreaming agenda.

Finally there are also other projects which apply tangentially, but not directly, to the anti-poverty
interventions in other means. Such include the Community-based Rehabilitation projects (CBRs),
the Gender Advocacy interventions among others. CBRs mainly engage in rehabilitation of the
physically handicapped and offering livelihood training. Table 2 presents an inventory of the
interventions and their operational goals.
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Table 2. Northern Ghana Interventions and Goals
Project (Intervention)

Key Sector

Presbyterian Agricultural
Stations (PAS)
Line 7,Garu, Sandema and
Langbensi

Agriculture

1. Organizational Strengthening
2. Farmer based groups(FBO) formation
and strengthening
3. Advocacy and Gender Issues
4. Soil Fertility and Sound Environmental
practices

Evangelical Presbyterian
Development and Relief
Agency (EPDRA)
(Yendi,Saboba and Chereponi)

Agriculture

Contribute to sustained incomes, family food
security and farmer employment in sustainable
environment.

ADDRO

Gender

TUDRIDEP

Agriculture

Contribute to elimination of gender-based
discrimination and promote the rights of
women
Give Farmers the necessary skills, attitudes and
Economic access to have adequate standard of
living and continuous improvement of living
conditions.

LAP
MAP
PHC
Bolga,Bawku,Langbensi,
Sandema)

Agriculture
Agriculture
Health

Contribute to improved agricultural production
Contribute to improved agricultural production
Increase access to health services for the poor
and needy, HIV/AIDS clients and vulnerable
groups in the catchment areas

DDO-Bolga
ACDEP

Health
Coordination

BESSFA Bank

MicroFinance

Provision of Holistic Health
To improve the organizational effectiveness,
efficiency and capacity of the church
development programs as effective and
important agents of change in Northern Ghana.
Improve the incomes of rural women

Sinapia-Ba

Goals

To contribute positively to poverty alleviation
through micro enterprise stimulation and job
creation for income among the poor.

AGREDS
Mata-N-Tutu

Microfinance

Provide facilities for savings accounts to
inculcate thrift and enhance women's
management of savings.

BUNCO- Yendi
NCBD- Bimbila

-

-

Notes. 1. The use of Dash (-) in the cells means the data could not be obtained.
2. BUNCO-Yendi and NCDP- Bimbila are no longer funded by ICCO, hence not visited.
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4.4 Stakeholders Analysis
Stakeholder mapping should be a routine procedure in every M & E process or Evaluation
Research (www.worldbank.org). This study found different levels of actors involved at different
stages of the interventions, either directly or indirectly (stake-holders). For purposes of this
analysis, the stakeholders will be discussed appropriately as either upstream, midstream or
downstream, depending on their points of interaction with the studied interventions.

A) Upstream Stakeholders
These are basically the project donors. As explained in the methodology chapter, this study
concentrated on interventions directly funded by Cordaid and ICCO, two Dutch international
development organizations. They form the first upstream stakeholders. The Government of
Ghana is also regarded as an upstream stakeholder, being the main policy determinant and
regulator of development initiatives in Northern Ghana as well as the entire country. Main
government agencies in the area include Ministry of Food and Agriculture (MoFA), [Agricultural
interventions], District Health Offices (DHOs), [Health interventions] and District Development
Offices (DDOs), [General Policy issues].

Regarding the government as a stakeholder, a number of publications, as well as interviews held
with various respondents report that direct Government intervention in poverty alleviation in the
Northern region is still very low. Nevertheless, Government presence is still felt through the
district development offices and government ministries, which mainly determine the environment
for the other partners to operate.

From the findings of this research, Cordaid has been a major donor since the early 1980s, though
the extent of sponsoring and thematic focus has been changing over time, notably from
agriculture to health. Cordaid evolved from its predecessor, Cebemo, which had been active in
the area since 1970s, mainly supporting agricultural interventions. Out of the sampled 15
interventions, seven confirmed receiving funding from Cordaid for project activities in their
current project phases. ICCO has also been a major funder in Northern Ghana since 1980s.

Information obtained from the two donors shows that between the years 2000 – 2007, ICCO’s
scope of funding in the Northern region amounts to approximately € 8,273,000 ($ 12,153,000).
Cordaid’s funding for the same period amounts to approximately € 8,759,000 ($ 12,152,000) of
which approximately € 6,764,000 ($ 9,936,000) is still active as at the conclusion of this study, in
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April, 2008. Region and organization specific funding details for ICCO could not be obtained
from the Head-quarters in The Netherlands, but for details on Cordaid funding, see Appendix 2
on page 90. As can be construed from these statistics, the two donors seem to have had equal
funding proportions in Northern Ghana from 2000 to 2007.

It is worth noting that the two main donors also exhibit a kind of regional concentration as well as
local development partnering in their funding activities. ICCO’s largest share of funding goes to
the North region and Presbyterian Church stands out as the largest local partner. According to a
study conducted in 2002, until that year, out of all support to Ghanaian NGOs from ICCO (€ 6.2
million [49,116,485]), € 4.2 million ($ 6,175,685) went to the Presbyterian Church of Ghana
(PCG), representing 69% of the total disbursement. Out of that amount, € 3.0 million ($ 4,410,
384) went to activities of PCG in the three regions of Northern Ghana, especially the centrally
located North region (Dietz, Miller & Obeng, 2002). On the other hand, this study found that
Cordaid concentrates more on the Upper East region, and mainly works with Catholic
development institutions, particularly in the health interventions.

B) Midstream Stakeholders
These are actors who are neither project donors nor beneficiaries. They feature mostly in
intervention implementation, strategy and planning. Intervention officers of the various
organizations form the first category of midstream stakeholders. Local organizations funded by
Cordaid and/ or ICCO are conceived to be the key midstream stakeholders. The second category
of midstream stakeholders are the partner organizations which have stakes in poverty alleviation
in the region, but have no funding relationships with Cordaid or ICCO. However, they have
collaborations with the key midstream stakeholders in various intervention areas. Table 3 shows
some of the identified midstream stakeholders, their partners and areas of collaborations.
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Table 3. Key Midstream Stakeholders, their Partners and Collaboration Areas
Patner

Key Midstream Stakeholder

Collaboration Areas

CARE International

Presbyterian Agricultural

•

Bush-Fire management

Stations; Garu, Sandema,

•

FASE (Sustainable Agriculture and

Langbensi and Mile 7

Extension)
•

ACDEP

FBO formation

ACDEP member

Project Coordination, Market Access

organizations

projects, demand driven technical
assistance (Backstopping)

Oikonomos

Presbyterian Agricultural

Animal Traction

Stations, Evangelical
Presbyterian group
VSO

Presbyterian Group, ACDEP

International volunteer human resource

etc

capital of diverse skills

Action-Aid

TUDRIDEP (Tumu-Funsi)

Co-Financing

Guiness-Ghana

Presbyterian, Garu station

Bore-hole projects

Opportunities

ADDRO

Micro Finance

Savannah-Farmers

Presbyterian Agricultural

Market Access Programs

Marketing Company

Stations, EPDRA stations,

International

LAP,MAP etc
Plan-Ghana

LAP

Sponsoring Composting of manure

Note. These partners work concertedly in joint planning sessions, community entry, and capacity building
among other intervention areas. In some cases they are partly donors.

C) Downstream Stakeholders
This mainly refers to the beneficiaries of the anti-poverty interventions. Generally, it
encompasses the entire Northern Ghana population, but in most cases, the interventions cover
only selected sub-regions, communities or demographic categories. Table 4 shows the existing
projects and the number of communities covered under these interventions as at the time of this
study.
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Table 4.Interventions and their Areas of Coverage
Intervention

Station

Nature of

Zones

No of

Intervention

Covered

Communities

Mile-7 (Tamale)

Agriculture

4

-

Langbensi

Agriculture

4

-

Garu

Agriculture

4

53

Sandema

Agriculture

-

-

Bawku Primary

Health

Cluster
PAS

PHC

Bawku District

Health Care
Bolga Primary

Health

3

Bolga District

Chereponi

Agriculture

3

28

Yendi

Agriculture

3

12

Saboba

Agriculture

3

11

Maata-N-Tudu

Micro Finance

20

Health Care
EPDRA

S/A

Devpt Assoc
S/A

BESSFA

Microfinance

Upper East Region

S/A

SINAPIA-BA

Microfinance

North Region

S/A

ACDEP

Co-ordination

40 stations

Catholic

Bolga PHC

Health

4

Bolga District

DDO
S/A

LAP

Agriculture

4

-

S/A

MAP

Agriculture

-

-

S/A

ADDRO

Gender Advocacy

S/A

AGREDS

Infrastructure

-

North

TUDRIDEP

Tumu-Funsi

Agriculture

4

53

Upper East Region

Deanery
Notes. 1). The zones and communities as used are references to administrative units, and include all
interventions covered in the station under the two donors (Cordaid and ICCO).
2). The use of zones and communities depends on internal organization of the specific
organization. Some use either of the terminologies, some use both while others don’t use any.
Empty cell in the table means the terminology is not used by that intervention. Dash (-) means the
term is used but no data was provided.
3). SA – Stand alone projects (i.e non-clustered).
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In conclusion, according to latest Ghana Statistical Service report (2007), the latest Ghana
Livelihood Standards Survey (GLSS 5, 2005/6) shows that the concerted efforts of all the
discussed stakeholders has led to reduced levels of poverty as compared to the previous survey
(GLSS 4, 1998/ 99). For example, in the health sector, the document reports that in the rural areas
(Mainly Northern region), during the 1998/99 and 2005/2006 surveys, the proportions of people
consulting health facilities markedly increased with the increase in living standards (Ghana
Statistical Service 2007: 27).

The reports also show general reduction in poverty in the Upper East and North region, with
female headed households being better off economically than male headed households. This
could be attributed to the gender mainstreaming agenda, which has been adopted by many
development stakeholders in their projects. Even the living standard of farmers (main economic
activity in the study regions) is reported to have improved, though much poverty alleviation
efforts are still needed in the three Northern Ghana regions.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS BASED MANAGEMENT
Research findings showed that 13 interventions out of the 15 sampled applied Results-Based
Management (RBM) as their choice M & E system. This represents 87% of RBM adoption. The
first section of this chapter therefore discusses Results Based Management (RBM) as the popular
Monitoring and Evaluation system in the Northern Ghana anti-poverty interventions. The second
section reports on SWOT analysis based on perceptions of the intervention officers regarding
their experiences with RBM system. The final section discusses how Results Based Management
capacity building is done in the projects and also shows how the various projects ranked on the
capacity building matrix as at the end of 2007. Subsequent chapters will similarly focus on RBM
as the M & E system of analysis where its structure and mode of implementation by various
interventions will be discussed.

5.1 Results Based Management
UNDP (2002 a) defines Results Based Management as “ a management strategy or approach by
which an organization ensures that its processes, products and services contribute to the
achievement of clearly stated results”. Study findings showed that the 13 interventions that
applied RBM implemented it as a blend of both Participatory Monitoring and Evaluation (PME)
and Results Based Management (RBM). Those who reported that they did not ‘really’ use this
system included Navrongo/ Bolgatanga Catholic Diocesan Development (DDO) Health project
and BESSFA rural bank. The DDO Health project cited the reason of using its own internal M &
E design, which is a checklist of organizationally set dimensions of merit. BESSFA cited being
more oriented to the Banking Act systems, which are not necessarily RBM-based.

In Evaluation theory, Goal-Based approach and Participatory M&E are considered separate and
in some cases opposites. As already discussed in the theoretical framework, RBM would be
classified as Goal-Based Evaluation approach (Verschuren & Zsolnai, 1998), while PME, in its
purity, would be considered by many as belonging to the Goal-Free Evaluation genre (Scriven,
1980; Fetterman, 2001) by its emphasis more on stakeholder participation and less focus on
results. Other Scientists have also viewed PME as applied in post-millennial development
practice as a human rights approach to development (www.undp.org). Findings regarding the
implementation of RBM in Northern Ghana therefore show-cases an attempt in development
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practice to bridge two contrasting theoretical frameworks and to prove that the two do not have to
be mutually exclusive.

According to one of the project directors, Dan Kolbila, this blend of Participatory Monitoring and
Evaluation (PME) and Results Based Management still remains essentially a logical framework
model, which has often undergone adjustments depending on prevailing philosophies in the
development sector and also on local circumstances. Emmanuel Morna, the ACDEP M & E
Capacity Building Coordinator also observed that “the system is dynamic, depending on what
new concepts come up”. On that note therefore, the system will hereafter simply be referred to as
Results Based Management (RBM), without diminishing the Participatory Monitoring and
Evaluation component.

The genesis of PME in the region as an evaluation approach could be traced from the early 1980s,
according to John Alu, the Program Manager of Presbyterian Community-Based Rehabilitation
(CBR) project, Garu. It had been the M & E system used by the then dominant donors like Bread
for the World (A German International Organization), who paid more attention to project
activities and how the target communities were incorporated to participate in the project
implementation. The M & E focus at that time had little or no attention to results, according to
Jonas, the M & E Coordinator of EPDRA, Yendi District.

The description of the PME system above looks similar to what Kusek and Rist (2004) call
Activity-Based Reporting. They refer to the system as traditional, and observe that this system
was designed to particularly address questions of compliance, what they call the, “did you do it”
question. Commenting on the evolution of RBM from the ‘traditional’ PME system, Kusek and
Rist observe that the Activity-Based Reporting / PME merely focused on how well a programme
or policy was implemented, but that it did not provide policymakers, managers and stakeholders
with an understanding of the success or failure (emphasis provided) of the project, program or
policy (interventions). This is the gap that RBM developed to fill in its methodology.

According to a number of Monitoring and Evaluation officers interviewed, PME remained a
popular system since 1980s until 2003 when the Canadian Hunger Foundation (CHF) introduced
the concept of Results-Based Management in Northern Ghana. The outstanding feature of RBM
is that it is not only project activities that need to be focused on but the results of these activities
are more important than the activities themselves. It therefore introduces the concept of ‘result
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chain’, which progresses from deliverables, output, outcome and ultimately to impacts. ICCO and
Cordaid have also emphasized the use of RBM, especially in performance reporting, thereby
entrenching RBM use among their funded interventions.

As at the time of this study, Results-Based Management had been especially adopted among
interventions that have membership with the Association of Church Development Projects
(ACDEP). However, there are projects that have membership with ACDEP but their M & E
procedures are not necessarily designed after the ACDEP system. Examples of such include the
interventions under the Catholic Diocese, whose M & E systems are determined almost
absolutely by the Diocesan Development office regulations.

External Influences on the M & E Systems’ Design
There are also projects that though they subscribe to the Results-Based Management system, they
also experience partial control by government regulations and other legal Acts of their respective
industries. For that reason, their M & E systems are also influenced by external regulations. For
instance, the Presbyterian Health projects based in East Bawku District, though largely controlled
by the Presbyterian Development Services, are also influenced by the Ghana Health Service
regulations regarding M & E indicators. BESSFA Bank and Mataa-N-Tudu are rural Micro
Finance organizations partnering with ACDEP, but are also significantly controlled by the
Banking Act and the Association of Rural Banks (Apex Bank), which coordinates the activities of
Rural Banks and Micro Credit institutions. The third, Sinapia-Ba, is not an ACDEP member.

Therefore Results-Based Management system is generally subscribed to as an M & E model, but
the extent of its real application varies depending on the level of independence of the
implementing agency and on the sector of the particular intervention.

5.2 SWOT Analysis
The various project officers were interviewed on their experiences with the RBM system. Their
experiences were then ranked as discussed below in terms of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats. On questions relating to SWOT, 13 respondents out of 15 were able to give their
experiences on this. Two respondents did not answer this question since they do not ‘really’ apply
RBM.
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5.2.1 Strengths
i)

Evidence of project activities: 10 out of 13 respondents said that with RBM, project results
can be easily visualized by all stakeholders. Once the objectives are made clear among the
stakeholders, the results become readily understood, and there is a clear logical path on how
these results were arrived at. In the logical framework, the shortfall between planned
achievements and actual achievements are accompanied by explanation of Variance Analysis,
as was found in the Log Frame statements of most project stations.

ii) Effective Tracking: Out of the 13 respondents, 8 observed that when RBM is well applied, it
enhances the tracking of project performance. This is because RBM makes extensive use of
data, which reports on every activity undertaken. A lot of counting, analysis and follow ups
usually accompany RBM, making it easier to immediately see the progress of events.

iii) Aid to Strategic Management: 6 out of 13 officers observed that effective RBM also leads
to timely change of strategies when current ones are found not to be working well. Corrective
measures can therefore be taken immediately, without waiting for ‘post-mortem’ remedial
actions. At the same time, strategies that function well in some contexts can be maintained
when their trials are seen to yield good results. Such is made possible because Monitoring
and Evaluation are integrated and happen simultaneously.

iv) Broader participation of stakeholders: If well organized, every stakeholder will have a part
to play in the routine Monitoring and Evaluation of the project. Data collection, analysis and
reporting are done at various decentralized levels. During this study for example, farmer
beneficiaries were found to be keeping some data formats for instance regarding routine
animal husbandry practices. The same data formats are then forwarded to extension officers
who compile them into monthly reports and further to station Monitoring and Evaluation
officers who compile quarterly reports.

As Zak Naandam of Presbyterian Mile 7 station put it, “Proper Monitoring and Evaluation
should not just be left to the M & E officers, but should enlist the participation of all people
involved.” Many officers interviewed argued that if project activities are done in a transparent
way, then every stakeholder will be enthusiastic to participate, and they will all have a
common understanding of activities. It is not only a case where the donor gives the money
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and leaves implementation to the NGO, but beneficiaries, project staff, collaborating partners
and donors work concertedly (Holte-McKenzie, et al., 2006; Kuzek & Rist, 2004).

v) Efficient Use of Resources: It was also reported that Results Based Management often leads
to more efficient use of resources. This is because data can always be shared among various
stakeholders who may be running different projects within the same communities. Due to the
participatory nature of RBM and the rigor of data accuracy, different projects can always rely
on each other. They can also pool together their resources and build inter-dependence rather
than duplicating efforts within the same target groups.

Other major strengths mentioned included;
vi) Greater accountability to stakeholders
vii) Latest trend in the development market
viii Promotes dialogue

5.2.2 Weaknesses
i)

Conceptual Complexity: About 11 of those interviewed observed that Results Based
Management is very complex in its design, especially understanding the terminologies
involved. One of the major problems that came up during the weekly Monitoring and review
sessions I attended at various stations was how to distinguish between the various levels of
results, that is, when is a result a deliverable? When is it an output? When is it an outcome?
The other problem noted was how to derive indicators to be monitored from the overall goals
and objectives.

ii) Consumes too much time: 9 out of the 13 people who responded to this question observed
that implementing RBM is a time consuming exercise. This is particularly so because it
involves diverse kinds of data which need to be collected almost every day. It also requires
that data be recorded as soon as it is collected, a task that is very tedious for extension
officers who have to go back to the office and record data collected during their field trips.
Failure to immediately record data may lead to data loss or lack of accuracy in late recording.
This situation is further complicated by the fact that data collected is sometimes informal and
qualitative in nature, for example stories gathered unexpectedly from the field, but which
have relevance to the Monitoring and Evaluation exercise.
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iii) Too much paper-work involved: It was widely agreed among many officers that
implementing an effective RBM system involves a lot of paperwork. This is because ideally
every stakeholder must be involved in the process. Apart from that, logical frameworks also
demand a lot of quantitative data to measure how close achievements get to the set targets.
Every activity carried out must have accurate paper-work done for future reference.

iv) Concentration on immediate Results: It was also noted that RBM makes the project staff
and donors to focus more on immediate results. If immediate results are not good enough,
then in some cases the project may be terminated, or the strategy might be changed too fast. It
emerged that in some cases, activities which delay in showing good immediate results, or
even show undesirable ones may after some time yield very good results. Those focused more
on RBM may not have the patience to wait, but may switch their strategy too soon or
abandon the project altogether. In addition, taking the logical framework as the guide for
Monitoring and Evaluation sometimes prevents the project officers from noticing the
unintended or unforeseen results.

5.2.3 Opportunities
i)

Chance to learn new methods of M & E: Many of the officers interviewed said that through
their interaction with RBM, they feel exposed to new and better ways of doing Monitoring
and Evaluation. It was noticed that most of the projects visited employed staff from diverse
educational backgrounds, and so may not have any previous knowledge or experience with
RBM. The capacity building workshops organized by the various intervention stations and by
the ACDEP provide immense opportunities for the staff to learn how to do effective RBM.

ii) Opportunities for Collaborations and Partnership Building: The participatory
methodologies involved, together with data sharing, has also led to improved collaborations
among various intervention stakeholders, especially local implementers and foreign funding
agencies. Many of these agencies before adopting RBM would arbitrarily design their own
way of monitoring, sometimes simply based on activities performed with little regard to
results achieved. But with increased adoption of RBM, it is now easier for various agencies
working on the same sector to agree on common results to work towards and at the same time
jointly work on common indicators.
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iii) Learning and sharing beyond the scope of the project:

It was also reported that

collaborative monitoring has led to more time being spent together among the project staff,
the target communities and other stakeholders in the development field such as government
officers involved. This has also led to increased interpersonal interactions which have often
extended beyond the purposes of the projects. For instance some project officers reported
participating in other social functions of the communities such as rites of passage, funerals,
church fund raising, among others. Such informal interactions have in turn made it easy for
the project officers to keep abreast with changes in the communities as soon as events happen.

iv) Good Funding Opportunities: Many officers also observed that RBM is the prevailing trend
that is acceptable to many international development donors today. For that reason, if a
project has an effective RBM framework, it stands a high chance of getting increased funding
from its present funder, or even to win new funders.

v) Harmonious Understanding: Some respondents commented that RBM offers the chance for
all stakeholders to share a common understanding of vision and objectives of the project. For
most of the projects, this is done during the community entry process, where all stakeholders
have a chance to question any unclear issues. The project is then initiated with everyone
being clear on the desired outcomes. This reduces chances of mistrust, and improves the
participation of diverse stakeholders.

5.2.4 Threats
i)

Scarcity of Resources: From the findings, the leading threat to the adoption and
implementation of RBM is that it requires a lot of resources to implement it. Resources in
terms of stationery for all or major project stakeholders, especially at the community level,
are very costly. It also requires knowledgeable manpower who understand the concept of
Results Based Management as well as participatory monitoring. Financial resource demands
could also be very high in order to computerize data management, training of personnel
among others.

ii) Influences from Collaborators: The second threat identified by 7 respondents is that
external influence from your collaborating partners could easily make you veer off from your
own objectives. Often the studied interventions work in collaboration with other NGOs and
even government agencies. Most government institutions work with little emphasis on results
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and so do some NGOs as well in the region. Oikonomos and ‘Bread for the World’, a German
international NGO were mentioned as some of the NGOs which focus mainly on activities
and not results. According to the respondents, partnering with such organizations could
sometimes derail you from effective RBM.

iii) Inadequate Staff Capacity: The third main threat to the success of this system is inadequate
staff capacity to implement the system correctly and to monitor it. As Beatrice, the District
Coordinator of Bawku PHC says, every project has people who come with diverse
educational backgrounds. Some might be able to understand the system while many others
might not. It is for this reason that most projects have to depend on regular monitoring from
ACDEP secretariat. ACDEP on the other hand has limited staff to provide frequent station
visits to help with the procedures involved. The University of Development Studies also
assists in capacity building, but mainly on agricultural extension services, but not step by step
implementation based on the RBM matrix (See Sec. 5.4 for RBM matrix).

iv) Time Constraints: The system requires that data be entered as soon as an event is over,
which usually means staff have to go back to the office from the field. They then have to sit
down and enter observations. According to Mohammed, M & E officer of Garu PAS station,
not many staff members manage that, hence they have to try and do data entry from
recollections. This in turn affects the accuracy and dependability of the data.

v) Low Literacy Levels, especially at the community level. In some circumstances according to
Lambogang, the Executive Secretary of Maata-N-Tudu rural bank, “Only one person in the
community, such as primary school teacher may be literate enough to handle transactions and
keep records on behalf of the entire group”. Even among the literate project staff, some find it
difficult to engage in intellectually challenging training due to old age. It was pointed out that
this is common among health workers.

vi) Transparency: Some beneficiaries are hesitant to reveal their actual outcomes for various
reasons, for instance fear of being identified to be prosperous or being known to be poor
through use of indicators such as the ‘hunger gap’ measure. Women also fear being seen to be
doing better than men in these interventions due to gender prejudices. Hence, they underreport their results.
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vii) Poor Facilitation Skills: The final threat is that outcomes may be very poor if one does not
know how to facilitate the participatory process. One of the M & E officers pointed out that
in many cases facilitators fail to achieve true participation across the spectrum of stakeholders.
This could then skew the results of an intervention or the indicators selected.

5.3 ACDEP and the M & E Resource Team
The Association of Church Development Projects (ACDEP) is an ecumenical network of the
various church affiliated interventions in Northern Ghana. ACDEP started in 1977, initially to
facilitate effective operations of agricultural projects, but later diversified to include other sectors
such as health, nutrition, gender and livelihoods (http://www.acdep.org/). Initially called Church
Agricultural projects (CAP), the later inclusion of the non-agricultural sectors subsequently led to
the change in name from CAP to ACDEP in 1988. Over time, membership has also expanded
from strictly church initiated interventions to include non-church interventions as well. Basically
ACDEP membership is open to any interested parties irrespective of religion. Interventions
initiated by Muslims and traditional religion are equally welcome to register.

ACDEP’s vision is to ensure a sustainable socio-economic development of the people in Northern
Ghana through an effective network of church-based institutions and other relevant partners. The
development and integration of RBM among the Northern Ghana interventions is largely
attributed to the capacity building commitment of ACDEP. This undertaking forms ACDEP’s
objective 1, as reflected in the various reports availed to this study. The Objective number 1 of
ACDEP reads thus,
To facilitate the development, integration, internalization and use of M & E
mechanisms amongst the church development projects for effective and resultsoriented grassroots development. (ACDEP, Logical Frameworks for 2008, p.2).

The main focus of the RBM capacity building among the various intervention stations is to
increase the confidence of the Ghanaian Government and international donor partners in the
churches and their development roles in the three regions of Northern Ghana. It is envisioned that
effective adoption and integration of RBM in the planning, implementation, monitoring and
reporting of intervention activities will ensure this donor confidence.

The ACDEP Secretariat works closely with the Northern Ghana M & E Resource Team. The
main task of the Resource team is to conduct field visits to the various stations and to provide
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technical backstopping (support). The resource team also sources for new innovations from
outside the association and introduces them for possible trials and adoption in ACDEP circles.

At the time of the study the resource team was composed of 18 members drawn from all the three
regions; nine from upper East, four from upper West, four from the North and one from Brong
Ahafo region. The members of the resource team are drawn from diverse fields of expertise such
as agricultural extension services, public health, and from the academia (Mainly from the
University of Development Studies). The Resource Team conducts two review sessions in a year
to review the performance of the M & E systems among the stations.

5.4 RBM Capacity Building Matrix
The approach to adopting effective RBM in the Northern Ghana anti-poverty interventions was
found to be systematic under the coordination of the Association of Church Development Projects
(ACDEP). The ACDEP Secretariat is mandated by all the member development projects to
conduct continuous capacity building for the staff of the member organizations as reflected in
Objective 1 of the ACDEP Logical Framework for 2008.

The capacity building activities are facilitated by the ACDEP secretariat, often in consultations
with the Regional Monitoring and Evaluation Resource Team. The capacity building training
generally revolves around some five areas;
a) Basic concepts and terminologies of Monitoring and Evaluation.
b) Logical Framework Analysis and its application in project design and planning
c) Data collection and management
d) Participatory learning and sharing of innovations
e) Results-oriented reporting

The capacity building begins with the interested projects registering with ACDEP as members.
This is then followed by the signing of a contact (Memorandum of Understanding) between
ACDEP and the interested project. This Memorandum is supposed to formalize the relationship
between the two entities, and as well bind the signatories to keep a sustained commitment during
the training. The training is then conducted progressively, along pre-set criteria and stages, known
as capacity building matrix.
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Progression on the matrix proceeds through 5 stages, from Stage E to Stage A, as the projects
show continued knowledge, adoption and integration of RBM in their M & E systems. The levels
of the matrix are as discussed below;

Level E
This is the entry level, where all projects join the capacity building programme. The knowledge
building at this level concentrates on basic terminologies and concepts of M & E and the
importance of M & E in the entire project cycle. It includes learning how to do Logical
Framework analysis, differentiating and formulating objectives and indicators. Other issues
introduced include how to do project planning and proposal design. Key objective at this stage is
that the project staff should be able to demonstrate understanding of these M & E concepts and of
Log Frame Analysis.

With regard to integration of the learnt skills, the project staff should be able to redesign their
projects in line with the logical framework model. They should also be able to write new
proposals using Log Frame concepts. The staff should start applying these concepts too in
revising their strategic plans.

Level D
Capacity building here dwells on in-depth learning of RBM concepts (RBM Proper) and how to
operationalize the Logical Frameworks in project specific contexts. Part of this operationalization
includes developing Work/ Action Plans, project log frames and Performance Measurement
Indicators. Training is also done on how to share innovations and experiences acquired from the
previous stage at the project level. The use of RBM and Log Frame should start being reflected in
proposal writing and in reporting of activities and results. Before graduating from this level, the
projects should have high quality Log Frames, and the same should be mainstreamed into
proposals.

Level C
Knowledge level at this stage puts emphasis on effective application of RBM model in decision
making and in reporting. The staff are also encouraged to have periodic sharing of innovations
and experiences related to the application of RBM in the project. Introduction is also made to data
collection and analysis, a major capacity training focus which is more strongly dealt with in the
next level (B).
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Effective integration of the skills should ensure that simple data collection methodology is
developed, and that the project has measurable indicators and targets. M & E Monitoring
schedules should be clearly developed. Reporting of project activities should be clearly resultoriented.

Level B
At this level, focus is particularly on data collection, management and analysis as part of the
Monitoring and Evaluation process. Skills building is done on practical field data collection,
analysis and interpretation. Alongside this, the staff should be able to effectively monitor changes
in key indicators about which data is collected. This level also introduces principles of
Participatory Monitoring and Evaluation, which essentially involves the training and
incorporation of other stakeholders in the Monitoring and Evaluation process. Particularly
important from this stage onwards is the fact that the staff should be competent enough to provide
technical assistance (Backstopping) on Monitoring and Evaluation to other peer projects upon
request.

As proof of effective integration of the skills, the project should have a well designed data
collection system in place. It should also have a functional data-based Management and
Information (MIS) system in place. Third, the project should show a practical application of the
M & E information and feedback mechanism in decision making, implementation and reporting.

Level A
This represents the maturity stage in the capacity building matrix. It involves consolidating the
skills built in the previous stages. Particularly for this stage, knowledge building focuses more on
participatory application of RBM.

The project staff should have skills to spread the gained knowledge of RBM to other stakeholders
in order to make the M & E process participatory. All stakeholders and staff should be able to
jointly discuss Monitoring results and use the information at all levels of decision making.
Secondly, the senior staff at the project should have the capacity to conduct refresher trainings to
fellow staff within the project. The project staff should also have the capacity to offer technical
support to other projects, regarding implementation of RBM.
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Successful integration of the requirements should be proven by having an operational database
management system. There should also be frequent joint reviews of the projects using logical
framework analysis and a learning culture being adopted. Reporting of results should have
consistent results-orientedness. Finally at this stage, the project is also encouraged to regularly
publish its innovations and experiences with Results- Based Management system of Monitoring
and Evaluation.

5.5 Project Performances and the RBM Matrix
The 2007 ACDEP Annual report indicates that as at the end of the year, 2 projects, BUMCO Yendi and NCDP-Bimbilla had withdrawn, having obtained the required capacities as discussed
in the matrix above. This study could not verify however whether the two went through the entire
matrix and eventually obtained ‘A’ status, due to lack of accessibility to the two interventions.
This leaves ACDEP with a membership of 26 intervention units (Also called stations) which had
renewed their membership as at the time of this study (Feb -April 2008). Table 5 shows the
position of the various projects on the RBM capacity building matrix.

As can be see from the table, the rate of adoption of RBM in the region is reasonable, with 26 out
of a total 40 targeted stations adopting the system. However, the rate at which they develop
competencies based on the skills matrix is slow. None of the interventions has developed full
competence in the use of RBM system of Monitoring and Evaluation, except for the two that left
in 2006, mentioned in paragraph 1 above. Just four (less than 25%) have gone above the average
competency level (B and above) while 50% are still at the bottom level of capacity development.
It is important to note that this data was constructed after the withdrawal of BUMCO -Yendi and
NCDP-Bimbilla. That explains why they were not ranked in the data obtained.

There also seems to be an association between the level of capacity development and the
clustering of the interventions. For instance as the ranking in Table 5 shows, all interventions
under the PAS cluster have ‘B’ status, all interventions under PHC Bawku have ‘E’ status while
those under EPDRA have ‘D’ status. This could perhaps hint to another variable influencing the
level of adoption and implementation of the RBM system, that is, the internal /organizational
policies of the respective development agencies as they operate outside the ACDEP association.
This could be a factor that either motivates or discourages the implementation of the RBM system
at the particular intervention levels.
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Table 5: The Performance of ACDEP Member projects on RBM Capacity Matrix
Intervention Cluster Station

Level

ADDRO

ANWOC-Yelwoko
SAWDC – Sherigu
AMBH-Bolga
BACH- Binaba
CBR-Bolga
CBR-Bongo
CBR-Zebilla
CFRHP

D
C
E
D
E
D
E
E

EPDRA

Yendi
Saboba
Chereponi

D
D
D

S/A

Lasia

E

S/A

Wa

E

S/A

ACDEP

B

PAS

PAS-Garu

B

PAS- Langbensi

B

PAS- Mile 7

B

PAS - Sandema

B

BMC-PH-Nalerigu

C

DDO- Bolga

PHC - Bolga

PHC-Bolga-Namolgu E

PHC- Bawku

TUDRIDEP

PHC-Langbensi

E

PHC- Sandema

E

PHC- Bawku

E

PHC- Garu

E

PHC- Widana

E

PHC - Woriyanga

E

Tumu - Funsi

C

Note. BUMCO-Yendi and NCDP-Bimbila despite having withdrawn, there was no means of verifying
whether they had actually attained level A in the matrix.
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5.6 The Monitoring, the Evaluation and the Review
The three terminologies have often been used in intervention-related contexts, and sometimes in a
manner that blurs their conceptual meanings when viewed separately in Evaluation practice. In
the context of the studied interventions, ‘Monitoring’, ‘Review’ and ‘Evaluation’ have been used
in an intertwined manner. The scheduled M & E procedures in these interventions have generally
taken the form of ;
•

Weekly Planning and Reviews

•

Fortnight planning and reviews

•

Monthly reviews

•

Quarterly Monitoring and Reviews

•

Semi-annual Review

•

Annual Reviews

•

Inter-station Reviews

•

Joint Stakeholder Reviews

•

Participatory Action and Research

As can be seen from the listed activities, it is evident that the popular terminology used in the M
& E procedures locally is ‘Review.’ In total, as the researcher, I visited five such review meetings,
and in other cases, I examined the review documents and periodic reports. All these showed that
the review sessions mainly involved tracking, and counting, based on earlier set objectives. The
tracking and counting were invariably followed by explanations on the variations between targets
and set objectives. This would then be followed by deliberations on what strategies were needed
to improve the situation.

Frankel and Gage (2007) point out tracking and counting of data as the essentials of monitoring.
A question then arises as to whether the M & E processes as conducted in the described manner
would fit the conventional description of Monitoring and Evaluation. The OECD ‘Glossary of
Key Terms in Evaluation and Results-Based Management’ (OECD, 2002a) comments that the
terms ‘ Review’ and ‘Evaluation’ have been used interchangeably, but distinguishes that
Evaluation is used for a more comprehensive and/ or in-depth assessment than ‘Review’, though
both involve an assessment of the performance of an intervention periodically or on an ad hoc
basis. Both OECD (2002a) and Fitzpatrick et al. ( 2003) agree that the key issue in Evaluation is
to determine the merit and worth of an intervention.
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Determination of merit and worth have to do with a summative Evaluation (Fitzpatrick, 2003;
Davidson, 2005) which would be expected at the end phase of an intervention, or a reasonable
period of time after implementation, since it has to do with impacts. Merit is concerned with
level of performance based on agreed dimensions (Criteria), while worth looks at value of the
intervention, whether it is good or bad, based on impacts. It could also be done when an
intervention is still in progress, but then the basis of the evaluation has to do with issues of
relevance of the intervention (Kuzek & Rist, 2004). The latter however would depend on the
programme theory and short- term results as major dimensions of merit as opposed to end of
intervention real outcomes. An assessment of the merit of implementation and soundness of
operational activities would be regarded as Formative Evaluation, which closely fits the
description of the M & E processes as carried out in the visited interventions.

Findings showed that all the 15 interventions studied had not had an elaborate evaluation, midterm or end- term, despite the fact that about 50% of them were in their second and third phases
of project contract with Cordaid and ICCO, the two major funders of the studied interventions.
An available sample of previous funding contract document also did not have explicit statements
regarding impacts evaluation. Logically, a merit and worth Evaluation ought to be done at the end
of every phase, to ensure that the desired impacts are being achieved. UNDP (2002 a) prescribes
three stages of an intervention when substantive outcomes/ impacts evaluation should be done;
i)

Short-term: Should take place in the early stages of the intervention implementation,
about 1-2 years. The objective here should be to assess the early strategies for an outcome
of particular interest.

ii) Mid-term: Should take place at the mid of the intervention phase, generally 2-3 years,
depending on the life period of the intervention. The objective is to prompt mid-course
adjustments in output production.
iii) Long-term: should be done at the end of the intervention period. The objective is to learn
lessons for the next programme formulation.
Generally, an assessment of the M & E procedures showed that the Monitoring component of the
M & E framework was very strong for most of the interventions while the Evaluation component,
in the sense of determination of merit and worth, on the other hand was weak. World Bank
(www.worldbank.org) remarks that participatory impacts/ summative evaluations should be
considered part of the routine Monitoring and Evaluation policy. As to whether the reviews could
account for substantive evaluations would be contestable in this case.
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CHAPTER SIX
PARTICIPATION, EVALUATION AND BEST PRACTICE
STANDARDS
This chapter discusses findings of the study regarding how the RBM system and its modes of
implementation by various Northern Ghana anti-poverty interventions perform when assessed
against two professional best practice standards; The International Public Participation Best
Practice Principles and the American Evaluation Association’s Guiding Principles for
Evaluators.

This discussion is based on the premise that participatory M & E is an attempt by Evaluation
practitioners to bridge between the world of public (stakeholder) participation and the world of
(technical) Evaluation. Lucardie (2008, Jan) notes that Evaluation practice has progressed along
with changing views of development aid, observing that the vision of development aid during the
past 50 years has progressed from a purely technocratic into a more pluralistic view on
development aid. Guba & Lincoln (1989) look at this development as a definite progression from
First Generation to Fourth Generation Evaluations. Assessing the dominant M & E system
(RBM) in the light of the two best practice guidelines therefore gives insights on how this
‘bridging’ act is been experienced in different geographical and sectoral contexts.

In the first assessment (stakeholder participation), this paper discusses evidences arising from the
implementation, which would answer questions on inclusion of stakeholders in the M & E
process. The second assessment discusses the extent to which the M & E system (RBM) meets
international Evaluation standards, in its participatory nature in Northern Ghana. Some
Evaluation experts have expressed doubts on the ability of Participatory Monitoring and
Evaluation to meet professional Evaluation standards.

6.1 Stakeholder Participation
Assessment of the Monitoring and Evaluation systems applied by the studied interventions was
done to find out the extent to which the M & E processes involved the participation of
stakeholders. The Public Participation Best Practice Principles was used as the basis of
assessment.
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Public Participation Best Practice Principles: Brief Background
The Public Participation International Best Practice Principles was developed by the International
Association for Impact Assessment (IAIA) and has undergone continuous refinement since 1999
(IAIA, 2006). IAIA was incorporated in 1981, in Atlanta Georgia, with the vision, ‘…to be the
leading global authority on best practice in the use of impact assessment for informed decision
making regarding policies, programmes, plans and projects’ (www.iaia.org). It draws its
membership from multi-disciplinary organizations and professions world-wide.

The Public Participation International Best Practice Principles aims to promote a meaningful
practice of public participation among impact assessment practitioners (For definition of public
participation, see the conceptualization section, page 10). It identifies the conditions required to
make the participation process credible and to maximise interest and commitment from
stakeholders (IAIA, 2006).

This section therefore discusses the structure of RBM system and its implementation by the
respective intervention stations, in relation to the IAIA guiding principles of public participation.
The discussion centers on how various publics/ stakeholders are catered for in the M & E
arrangements either by the structure of the system itself or by methodology of implementation by
the various stations.

In total the guideline discusses 7 principles, but for the sake of this study, five were selected
based on their relevance to Monitoring and Evaluation. The principles are as discussed below,
with respect to findings on how the interventions studied related to these principles.

i) Inclusive and Equitable
The guideline on inclusiveness and equitability requires that interests of various categories of
people, including those under-represented and non-represented in interventions should be
respected. Special categories of people mentioned include women, children and the elderly.

The most evident case of inclusion was how the M & E procedures in the stations deal with
discrimination of women in society. Documentary analysis and interviews conducted indicated
that all the three regions of Northern Ghana have prevalent discrimination against women in
normal development processes. For instance, culturally women are not supposed to own property
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since themselves they are properties of men. They have been denied access to economic resources
and in many cases they are only given marginal and unproductive lands to cultivate.

As a general M & E concern to the organizations, it was observed during meetings that women
did not contribute during monitoring or review meetings in the communities. Further still, culture
prohibits them from attending meetings with men when community-level deliberations are done.
In response to this challenge, the intervention officers have adopted a strong advocacy for
women’s empowerment. M & E officers in many stations have insisted that if they don’t see
women in the monitoring and review meetings, no meetings will be conducted. This was reported
among the PAS and EPDRA stations. The result then has been increased attendance and active
participation of women. Men now accommodate women more, and listen to their views.

At ADDRO, the intervention officers have encouraged men to come out and testify about the
benefits that their households have experienced when their wives are economically empowered.
This has been done during community darbars (local name for meetings) and during special
‘Experience Sharing Workshops’ organized by the stations, mostly annually.

The other strategy to promote gender inclusiveness was found in the reporting formats. All the 15
stations featured in this study showed a clear reporting distinction of how many women and how
many men were administered to by the interventions. As a result, tracking has been done to
ensure that these interventions generally focus more on women and children as vulnerable groups
in society. According to the Executive Director of BESSFA Bank, it is difficult to directly
address children in these interventions, hence when their mothers are helped/ empowered, it is
assumed that the empowerment trickles down to the children.

On the inclusion of other midstream stakeholders, most of the stations reported wide
consultations or partnerships with peer projects in the region, both within and without ACDEP
circles. A study of stakeholder analyses for most stations showed wide ranging collaborations in
the implementation process, as discussed in the stakeholder analysis section. More pertinent to
the M & E process, there were frequent cross-consultations, joint planning and reviews involving
deliberations on indicators and setting of performance criteria and targets. Other areas of
inclusion of peer projects included data sharing and community mobilizations. Such
collaborations were experienced not only in gender and age relations, but in all aspects of poverty
alleviation interventions.
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Findings also showed reasonable inclusion of donors in the M & E process through annual
submission of reports. Further to that, representatives from the donor organizations usually get
invited to verify on the ground the results of the interventions as well as how the M & E
processes work. In the agricultural interventions, efforts are made to include the farmers too in
the M & E process by inviting representatives of all the farmer-based organizations the meetings.

With regard to the disabled and the elderly as vulnerable groups, most of the interventions do not
have special provisions based on these considerations. The disabled are catered for by the
community rehabilitation projects (CBRs) located in various districts in the region. As
Mohammed (Garu, PAS) emphasized, it is difficult to accommodate all aspects of disabilities in
any intervention, however advocacy and empowerment are used as key tools to accompany
projects for under-represented groups. He further pointed out that empowerment here has
involved trust building, knowledge sharing, gender advocacy and resource distribution among
stakeholders.

Radio Talk Shows
It was also found that live presentations through radio is becoming a popular way of opening up
the M & E space to the wider public. The project officers organize to give public presentations on
radio, thereafter followed by call-in sessions by members of the public. This arrangement seems
to parallel the ‘hotline’ methodology proposed by Skolitz and Bozer (2008). It probably improves
on their methodology. According to ADDRO’s 2007 reports, the projects’ gender advocacy
intervention organized a number of such presentations, broadcast in English and two other local
languages; Kusal and Gruune. This was done through URA radio in Nov and Dec 2007. The
report documents immense contributions from the public, with many participants requesting that
the programs be repeated or broadcast more often.

A similar approach was reported by TUDRIDEP, in the Upper West region which used the
method in its ‘Sustainable Farm Management’ project. The programs were broadcast in the local
Sissali language, four times in the year. As a result, stakeholders who might have been unknown
or even difficult to reach in regular M & E process had a chance to participate, as they did.

ii) Co-operative
Regarding cooperativeness, the guidelines require that good public participation should promote
mutual cooperation, convergence and consensus-building among the stakeholders.
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An assessment of the RBM system showed that the structure as applied in most stations tries to
encourage a top/ bottom and bottom/ top synthesis of perspectives. Two stages of implementation
were discussed. First is at the stage of conceptualizing the intervention and second stage is the
drawing of Action Plans. In four stations, it was emphasized that conceptualization is the most
crucial stage of the project, where consensus building must be attained. World Bank
(www.worldbank.org) notes the same opinion on consensus building.

It could be seen that the interventions work in some kind of iterative process, which begins with
evaluating the performance level of the community as well as performance needs 6. New areas of
focus would then be determined, leading to new proposals or resetting of indicators and targets.
All the field officers interviewed expressed their satisfaction with the cooperativeness of the
communities. It was commonly observed that as long as consensus was build prior to
implementation, community participation would be good and the project was bound to run
smoothly.

The HIPs and HOPs
One good illustration of cooperation between the local communities and the intervention officers
in the M & E process was through the Household Implementation Plans (HIPs) and the
Household Operational Plans (HOPs)7. This procedure was instrumental in collaboratively setting
mainly qualitative indicators at the household level before the interventions would be
implemented. It has its origins in Participatory Technology and Development (PTD) which is also
applied by various agricultural interventions in carrying out on-farm Action Research. Generally
referred to as the ‘Sustainable Livelihood Approach’, HIPs has been used to construct preintervention baseline data. The communities are asked to give their definitions of poverty and
deprivation, among other concepts.

This process also involves pin-pointing households which could be used as bench marks. The
community members identify a household that would be considered ‘poorest’ and another
‘wealthiest’ based on their local understanding of poverty and well-being. These become
benchmarks. The intervention officers then use these ideas to set baseline data for the M & E
process. Household Implementation Plans on the other hand involves the households in the

6

Performance Level refers to baseline characteristics of the target group. Performance need is represented
by the gap between the baseline characteristic and the desired state. The two form the intervention theory.
7
Based on interviews with Rovers and Al-Hassan, PAS-Mile 7
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community jointly describing the desired state, that is, how they wish to see their situation after
the intervention. Mostly the HIPs and HOPs raise qualitative indicators which are then
operationalized by the M & E officers into quantitative and qualitative data forms. HIPs and
HOPs are then put together to develop Community Action Plans. While HIPs and HOPs apply to
household level, Action Plans apply to Community level, which aggregates the households.

The development of Action Plans worked in the same collaborative manner, to ensure that the M
& E process was done cooperatively. This was especially so with agricultural interventions,
where farmers were encouraged to discuss and propose their community level annual Action
Plans. In many cases they were guided to ensure that their Action Plans worked in tandem with
the overall annual Action Plans of the implementing stations. This was however done differently
in Microfinance and health interventions, which mainly used institutionally set Action Plans.

Another evidence of cooperative action would also be seen in the way the numerous interventions
in the region approached development issues in a concerted manner, realizing that for significant
poverty alleviation impacts to be realized, inter-sectoral cooperation was needed. This led to the
formation of the Association of the Church based Development Projects (ACDEP). In its
Progress towards the Achievement of Project Results, 2007 Report, ACDEP spells its mandate as
“…to increase the confidence of Government and donor partners in the churches and their
development role in Northern Ghana”. ACDEP has become a very instrumental organization in
building technical and knowledge based co-operation in the M & E processes of the member
organizations.

Another prominent example of enhancing cooperation in the M & E systems is seen in the way
that the clustered projects (PAS, EPDRA, PHCs) operate. In all the three clusters, the M & E
procedures are similar among ‘daughter’ stations, but the targets and methodology of
implementation vary. The development departments of the various churches disseminate the
grand objectives and desired targets, and then the daughter stations decentralize these objectives
and targets. They work co-operatively at inter-station M & E review meetings and ultimately
collate their reports into one joint report, which are then presented to the donors and to the
government.

Finally is the cooperation between the projects and the donors. Most of the interventions visited
expressed a satisfactory level of cooperation among the program staff, the beneficiaries, other
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collaborator agencies as well as donors. Out of the seven ICCO partners sampled, five said they
had smooth relations as far as disbursement of funds was concerned. The number was three out of
seven for Cordaid, while the others referred to their relationship as ‘OK’.

However there seemed to be a problem among some project managers regarding late response of
donors to the annual reports sent. Much of the complaints regarded what they called ‘switching
the desk officers’ at the headquarters of the funding organization. The managers expressed
problems in relating to the new desk officers, who in their opinion, seemed not to be well updated
on the projects. There was also reported a serious problem of relations between the donor
agencies and the parent church organizations of some local development organizations.

As earlier mentioned, most of these interventions exist as the ‘development wing’ of the overall
church organizations. They therefore principally have to be answerable to their various churches
overally in their M & E procedures. Due to concerns of accountability and reporting procedures,
some of the donors have urged these interventions to by-pass their parent church organizations
and exist independently as NGOs. In one of the cases, a desk officer of one of the donors was
quoted to have said, ‘Forget about them!’. Findings show that this leads to occasional tense
relationships, which could potentially affect the co-operative nature of the M & E processes in the
affected interventions.

iii) Adaptative and Communicative
The guidelines stipulate that good stakeholder participation should recognize that the public is
heterogeneous and thus effective communication mechanisms should be used, which is adapted to
the heterogeneity of stakeholders in terms of demographics, knowledge, power, values and
interests.

Two areas of attention would be important in this assessment; the cultural adaptability and
technical adaptability (in reporting of results). As previously discussed under inclusive and
cooperativeness principles, most of the projects have paid much attention to the cultural practices
of the local communities. Examples of cultural adaptability included avoiding the scheduling of
M & E meetings on Fridays when most Muslims observe their day of prayers. Market days and
days of social functions such as funerals are also respected, so as to ensure good attendance.
On reporting, all the 15 stations acknowledged their obligations to effectively communicate their
activities and results to all stakeholders in accordance to the stakeholders’ knowledge and skills.
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For that reason, apart from regular formal reports submitted to the donors, management and
government, the projects also make efforts to simplify their reports and translate to the
stakeholders who have low competence in understanding written reports. Given the high illiteracy
rates in the area, the stations organize annual community darbars/ meetings where the
communities can be updated on the progress of the projects in a more simplified manner.

Regarding reporting to the down-stream stakeholders however, it is important to mention that
much of the reporting to the beneficiaries was done informally. Solicitation of their views was
also informal in many cases. Too much informality could be a hindrance to a comprehensive
understanding of reports since not much information can be reported on in this manner in just one
day in a year when community darbars are held. Perfect attendance of the darbars by the relevant
stakeholders is also not guaranteed, many of them actually miss such occasions.

As part of the M & E process, most of the projects have also developed simplistic data collection
formats to help the communities to harness more accurate data. This involves pictorial data
collection techniques, where pictures and symbols are used to identify or represent particular
kinds of data. These pictures and symbols are agreed upon by the community members under the
facilitation of extension officers. Figure 2 (next page) shows an example of such formats. The key
to interpretation of the symbols is beneath the figure.

In the case of Microfinance interventions, the data formats required basic literacy, such as MaataN-Tudu’s Monthly Savings card and Loans Repayment card. To overcome challenges of illiteracy,
the Microfinance interventions make use of literate community group representatives to simplify
communications, as seen in both Maata-N-Tudu and Sinapia-Ba cases. There were also frequent
follow-ups by the field officers, and later the managers to ensure that effective communication
was achieved. No formal literacy classes were provided to the beneficiaries in these cases.

Another step in enhancing effective communication is by conducting direct post-workshop
evaluations. As reported by Mile 7 PAS station, the effectiveness of communication is evaluated
after every training workshop conducted for farmers. At the end of the workshops, the farmers are
asked to summarize the objectives and to discuss how they would apply the skills in their farm
practices. Where objectives are not understood, repeats workshops are conducted or clarifications
are made.
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Figure 2. Sample Community based M & E Format

Another step in ensuring communicative adaptativeness was to assign the beneficiaries roles in
the M & E process. The communities were urged to keep their own M & E files, and to refer to
them during review exercises. In some cases every one keeps the documents, while in most cases,
the files are kept by group representatives.

iv) Imputability
Imputability principle demands that the collective/ participatory process should lead to the
improvement of the intervention in question, as a result of the inputs of the diverse stakeholders.
It requires that the feedback from various stakeholders should be used to effect change in the
intervention or in the system.

Imputability is achieved in various ways. From the results of this study, periodic reviews done by
respective stations provide the most substantive tool for improvement of the M & E process. In
particular for agricultural interventions under PAS and EPDRA, weekly and fortnightly review
meetings are conducted to evaluate the progress of weekly/ fortnight activities. During these
review fora, experiences of the extension officers in the field are shared, and these often lead to
adjustment of performance targets, timelines and indicators. I attended three of such review
sessions at Mile 7 and at Garu Presbyterian stations in the course of this research. Those present
are normally station M&E officers, field or extension officers and sometimes invited officers
from peer intervention stations, within and without ACDEP. Extension officers are deemed to
represent the M&E concerns of the community members due to their frequent interactions.

Improvement of the M & E process is also achieved from reactions gained in the field when the
existing M & E instruments are being administered in the communities. As observed by Moses,
TUDRIDEP agricultural projects manager, sometimes there are misalignments which may be
difficult to detect by M & E officers during station meetings, but when beneficiaries’ reactions
are solicited, these misalignments become clear. Often the instruments of M & E get to change as
a result, leading to better performance on subsequent rounds of implementation.

Where necessary, any changes of the activities and targets are then communicated to the
beneficiaries either through visits by the extension officers or through the team leaders of the
communities. There is also the use of chiefs and community opinion leaders to communicate to
the communities how the M & E processes have changed as a result of inputs provided by
community members.
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Bessfa Bank Case Study
A good illustration of imputability is a case narrated by the Manager of BESSFA bank, regarding
how the bank deals with loan defaulters. BESSFA is a rural microfinance institution located in
Garu District of the Upper East Region.

The institutionally agreed procedure (as well as within the industry) of handling loan defaulters is
to take the defaulters to court and force them to pay up. At the 2006 Annual General Meeting, the
beneficiary communities opposed the idea of taking the cases to court directly. They suggested
that the bank needed to report the cases to community opinion leaders and chiefs first before
involving the bank’s legal advisor and the court. As can be seen, this creates an adjustment in the
M & E process, specifically monitoring. This new proposal was endorsed by other stakeholders
and subsequently implemented in 2007. According to the Bank manager, “the system became
very effective, and throughout 2007, repayment was good and nobody was taken to court for
defaulting.”

Finally, RBM in its structure has a measure of imputability in its Log Frame procedure of
reporting. The system encourages that reporting not only dwells on expected results and achieved
results, but the reporting should also be accompanied by variance analysis, which explains the
difference between the two results. Lessons arising from these variances should be documented,
leading to imputability within the organization’s M & E processes. This structure is inbuilt in the
RBM system, as implemented in the region. Most of the Annual reports studied showed such
variance analyses.

v) Informative and Proactive
By this principle, public participation best practice standards state that the public has a right to be
informed early and in a meaningful way in proposals which may affect their lives or livelihoods.

Analysis of the M & E procedures of the various interventions showed that the main aspect of
communication is reporting on periodic performances. Most of the stations produce either
monthly or quarterly reports depending on the nature of intervention. In either case, there were
specific M & E policies, specific to the stations and those advocated for by ACDEP.

However, these reports were mostly used for internal management purposes. As discovered in
various projects, the set time for reporting to the communities is once in a year when community
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darbars are organized. Apart from that, there are also a few other meetings held with communities
to address different issues, such as training farmers on new agricultural techniques, visits by
donor representatives, dissemination of new disease outbreak alerts among others. As to whether
one annual meeting with each community is adequate is beyond the scope of this study, but from
my suggestion, it is truly a question to think about.

With regard to reporting to donors, an assessment of one of the funding contracts obtained
showed that the donors themselves specify when reporting should be done and in what format. In
many cases, reporting is done annually and semi-annually and at the end of the project phase. As
at the end of this study (April, 2008), 12 out of the 15 interventions studied had completed their
2007 reports, and submitted the reports to their respective donors.

Pro-activeness on the other hand would involve initiatives taken by the projects to inform the
stakeholders of emergent issues and to invite their participation. There was not much evidence to
this effect, except for the fact that there was frequent, almost daily interactions between the
project officers and the communities in their localities (for the agricultural interventions), while
the health interventions mostly made use of community health volunteers to disseminate new
information to the communities.

Generally there was reasonably good co-ordination which made activities planned to be known
ahead of time. This was even facilitated by the fact that the communities kept their own copies of
Action Plans. Annual Action Plans are jointly developed at the beginning of the year, and this
could be counted as sufficient pro-activeness on the part of the intervention stations.

6.2 Evaluation Standards
The extent to which the existing M & E system (RBM) meets professional Evaluation standards
in the way it is implemented in the interventions was assessed based on the Guiding Principles
for Evaluators (AEA, 2004). It is worth mentioning that setting strict standards for Evaluation
activities has over time been a problematic endeavor (Bamberger, et al. 2006). Various
institutions and practitioners tend to design their own best practice methods, based on the nature
of the intervention, geographical peculiarities and the availability of technical capacity. AEA’s
Guiding Principles is here chosen due to its worldwide popularity among Evaluation practitioners
and organizations.
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In the context of this research, the standards will be applied to the Monitoring and Evaluation
process, rather than just evaluators. Process as used in this context should be understood to mean
the people, the organizations, the procedures and the structure of the systems involved in the
routine M & E exercise. The application of these standards to Monitoring adopts the definition of
Monitoring as Process Evaluation (Davidson, 2005; Purdon et al., 2001). Evaluation ‘proper’
will therefore be discussed in the context of Outcomes and Impacts Evaluation.

The Guiding Principles for Evaluators: Brief Background
Guiding Principles for Evaluators was developed by the American Evaluation Association (AEA).
AEA is an international professional association of evaluators who are focussed on the
application and exploration of Programme Evaluation, Personnel Evaluation, and Technology
among other forms of Evaluation. AEA’s mission is to; i) Improve Evaluation practices and
methods, ii) increase Evaluation use, iii) promote Evaluation as a profession, and iv) support the
contribution of Evaluation to the generation of theory and knowledge about effective human
action (www.eval.org).

Guiding Principle for Evaluators was developed to serve as the cornerstone of good Evaluation
practice. These guidelines were developed in 1994 to enhance sound and ethical practice among
Evaluation practitioners. The guidelines have undergone continuous research and refinement,
with the latest version (used in this assessment) being produced in 2003.

The Guiding Principles for Evaluators sets out five cardinal principles that an evaluator or an
Evaluation process should adhere to; i) Systematic Inquiry, ii) Competence, iii) Integrity /
Honesty, iv) Respect for people and v) Responsibilities for general and public welfare.

i) Systematic Inquiry
The principle demands that the Evaluation process should be systematic and data based. Under
this guideline, the exercise should adhere to the highest standards appropriate to the methods used.
Secondly, the Evaluation should explore with the clients/ stakeholders the shortcomings and
strengths of evaluation questions and approaches. It should also communicate the approaches,
methods and limitations of the evaluation accurately and in sufficient details to allow others to
understand, interpret and critique the work.
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In this analysis, parameters that have been used to assess systematic inquiry include; soundness of
programme theories, relevance of data and indicators, data collection instruments
(instrumentation) and the methodology of data collection.

In development interventions such as those studied, systematic data-based Monitoring and
Evaluation would start with a sound programme theory. The program theory critically analyses
the problem on the ground, sets the pre-intervention baseline data and provides the rationale of
getting to the desired results.

The study found that most of these interventions had logical theories which were reflected in their
proposal documents as well as reports. Being church-based, most of these interventions had their
programme theories developed at the head office level, then disseminated to the various stations
where performance targets would be split out among the implementing stations. 12 out of 15
(Except for MAP, LAP and AGREDS which did not present their documents) had clear theories,
with good linkages connecting through the problem analysis, planned activities and expected
outcomes. The pre-implementation strategy on how these stages will function help to ensure that
systematic data collection is achieved.

The interviewees were also asked how they set their performance indicators. With reference to
the standards, the worth of an indicator (or a set of them) is to facilitate systematic inquiry
through collection, analysis and interpretation of accurate and relevant data. Irrelevant or
inadequate indicators often compromise validity of the data collected (Bamberger, et al., 2006).

Generally, most of the interventions seemed to perform well at the level of mapping out which
indicators to use and what data to collect on the indicators. This was made easy because most of
the intervention projects had adopted the RBM approach to Monitoring and Evaluation. Out of 40
known development interventions targeted by ACDEP in 2007, 26 had already registered for
capacity building on RBM, and the number was expected to go up in 2008.

Thus, by virtue of adopting the RBM system, the likelihood of meeting the data relevance
requirement is boosted. As expressed by one M & E officer, Zak Naandam, “With RBM it’s
difficult to go wrong”. Another officer, Mohammed, expressed a similar opinion adding that,
‘[With RBM], you know what you are looking for right from the beginning.”
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At the various project stations two main approaches to setting indicators were found;
Participatory approach and Institutional approach. Participatory in this sense refers to where
other stakeholders are involved while institutional refers to where the management sets indicators
without consulting other beneficiaries.

Health interventions had most of their indicators being determined by the Ministry of Health
regulations. The Ministry is responsible for developing the objectives for a particular year, then
the various interventions cut out their own targets based on these objectives. Apart from the
settings of the Ministry of Health, there is also the Regional Health Committee (Northern Region)
that also plays a great role in influencing indicators. As reported by 3 health programs
coordinators, in most cases these indicators are quantitative in nature, involving percentages or
absolute population figures.

In Micro-finance, the indicators were mostly influenced by the Finance and Banking industry
regulations and the International Microfinance standards. The various projects would take bearing
from these, then add some of their organization specific indicators, though these were often not so
many. Examples of common indicators include caseloads, portfolio of assets, and portfolio at
risk among others. These are industry based indicators. Organization- specific indicators include;
Transformation of clients, client drop out rates, number of new clients acquired, among others.
Just like in health, the Microfinance indicators were mostly quantitative.

The agriculture interventions on the other hand had varying combinations of both quantitative as
well as qualitative indicators. They also had the highest number of indicators. Quantitative data
mainly involved the various stations setting performance targets to be met. Examples of
indicators included; number of farmers and farmer groups registered in the interventions, loan
recovery rates, number of farmers adopting advocated agricultural practices and many more.
Much of data collection was however informal, involving qualitative methodologies such as field
observations, narratives from beneficiaries and perceived increases in living standards.

With regard to instrumentation, an assessment of the various work plans and periodic reports
showed that instruments of data collection were directly and logically derived from proposal
documents. In some cases, for instance the Presbyterian group, the projects would have a separate
Strategic Plan covering the entire project period. The two documents would continuously act as
reference documents in constructing data collection instruments. From the findings, all the 15
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interventions studied had this philosophy of logical derivation, though a few of them showed
problems of articulation in their documents.

Further contributing to systematic data collection was the fact that most of the interventions had
developed a schema, called Performance Indicator Tracking Table (PITT), which guided the
intervention on what kind of data to collect, from what sources and when to collect it. Though
just about 50% of the stations could prove a documented PITT table, all of the interventions
produced their various data collection formats and had scheduled regular times for data collection.
In agricultural and microfinance interventions, some data collection formats were kept by the
farmers/ loanees themselves while in most cases, the extension officers/ field officers kept them.

Challenges
Despite the mentioned strengths, there were however weaknesses which compromised the
systematic nature of the M & E process. The major one was problems associated with the post
collection data management. As confessed by many field officers, the storage, processing and
interpretation of data was ineffectively handled. About 80% of those interviewed admitted that
they were dissatisfied with their data management procedures, with one officer commenting that
“Data analysis is a great handicap to us”. In another station, the officer in charge of M & E
remarked that “only the manager can use SPSS, which is what we use”.

The other challenge was how to design and use qualitative data in the M & E process. As
mentioned by five officers in gender and agricultural interventions, using qualitative indicators
has proved to be “very problematic”. This is because sometimes these indicators cannot be
determined before implementation. However they become authentic when judged at the end of
implementation. This therefore means going out of the logical frameworks, which is the backbone
of RBM. Sometimes the anticipated results were not achieved, but beneficiaries seemed very
happy with the intervention as reported in their qualitative stories. Such may complicate
evaluations.

Nonetheless there was a good level of systematic inquiry as far as regular Monitoring and
Evaluation process was done. Concerns of data relevance, theory relevance, data instrumentation
and collection were satisfactorily met.
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ii) Competence
On competence, the Guiding Principles require that evaluators/ evaluation process provides
competent performance to stakeholders. It encompasses such issues as educational competence,
cultural competence and the efforts made to continuously improve on these competencies by the
evaluator or evaluating team. Emphatically, where evaluation is done by a team, these
requirements apply collectively to the entire team.

This study looked at the M & E process in its participatory nature, as implemented in the existing
arrangements. The following discussion therefore examines how competence is seen in the
routine M & E process and implementation structures in the studied interventions.

Just as discussed under systematic inquiry, competent M & E process would begin with sound
programme theories in development interventions. The first and foremost task of an M & E
system is to ensure that the intervention achieves its mission and that ‘theory failure’ does not
occur. Out of the 15 interventions sampled, there was a reasonable confidence among
implementers that the projects were achieving their stated objectives. Competence was further
proved by the fact that the funders of most of the projects were satisfied with the reports and had
renewed their funding contracts, or disbursed subsequent funding installments where applicable.
Only in two cases had the funding been stopped due to reasons of competence based on
programme theories (Both Cordaid projects).

As far as educational competence is concerned, results showed that most of the M & E staff
employed in the interventions had university degrees (Undergraduate or Masters) or were
enrolled as University students. It would be argued that with that level of education, coupled with
some work experience, one would be in a good position to understand development issues well,
and to overcome the complexities of the RBM system. One would be in a position to
communicate effectively, track changes on indicators and produce good reports. However,
analysis of data still remains a challenge in some interventions.

To ensure competence, most of the intervention stations have also registered for continuous
capacity building on M & E processes, particularly on RBM. Two key institutions are involved
in this; ACDEP and the Northern Ghana M & E Resource Team (See section 5.3). The 2007
ACDEP Report shows that field capacity building visits were made to 25 stations, and that 26
stations enrolled for the capacity building training in the year 2007.
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In addition to trainings by ACDEP, most of the stations have their internal trainings as well. The
various stations of clustered projects also convene together to discuss their reports before
quarterly compilations. During such meetings, the groups evaluate each other’s work and critique
each other on methodologies, language appropriateness and reporting. Two sessions that I
attended at Garu Presbyterian and Mile 7 stations illustrated such rigorous peer critiquing process.
PAS stations and the EPDRA stations reported such a mechanism, commenting that this has
ensured high standards of organizational learning as well as competent performance.

With regard to cultural competence, results showed that all the projects addressed the cultural
contexts of the communities, for instance religious beliefs and practices, rituals and perspectives
on life. During the community animation exercises, the cultural values of the target communities
were assessed, to ensure that the interventions were participatory and were aligned to the cultural
orientations of the people, as long as the cultural practices did not contradict the universal human
rights such as social discrimination based on gender and physical disabilities.

Challenges
The competence of the RBM system as applied in these interventions on the other hand showed
some weak points. First challenge was related to high rates of staff turnover, especially those in
charge of the M & E process. In a number of cases, it was observed that experienced staff often
resigned to take up jobs in other organizations. As they left, they took with them all the skills
previously trained as well as in-depth knowledge gained from tracking these interventions.

The newly recruited staff then had problems in mastering the projects well, and at the same time
it cost the interventions more in time and money spent on new trainings. Some lags in
competence would then be experienced between the time of new recruitment and the time that the
new staff becomes fully acquainted with the procedures and with the project. Sometimes skills
lost would not be recoverable due to personal qualities such as unique talents and commitment.

The second major challenge was low technical competence on the part of beneficiaries, which
could mainly be associated with illiteracy. Having adopted participatory approaches to the
Monitoring and Evaluation process, crucial data collection stages were entrusted with the local
beneficiary communities. Most of these people were not able to read and write. This created a
major loop-hole in the data collection process.
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The GLSS (2006) indicates that Northern Ghana has the lowest education standards, assessed
from school enrolment rates 8 as compared to the rest of the country, both at primary and
secondary levels. Statistics show an enrolment rate of 61.8% at primary level and 18.9% at
secondary level, against national averages of 84.5% and 40.9% respectively. Viewed against the
objective of gender mainstreaming adopted by most projects, the picture is even worse showing
massive illiteracy among women (key targets in many interventions), a trend that has been going
on over the last three surveys. In the words of the Project Manager of BESSFA Rural Bank
(Microfinance), ‘… it requires credit with education, which is very costly’, implying that for the
interventions to succeed against such a background of illiteracy, an extra mile has to be traveled,
beyond the scope of the intervention.

Generally viewed, there was a strong commitment among the various interventions to ensure a
competent M & E process within the project and within the entire region. However this was more
at the level of capacity building and laying down appropriate mechanisms. The participatory
approach in this case still remains a challenge, on how to make every stakeholder competent
enough as required.

iii) Integrity/ Honesty
The integrity/ honesty principle requires that the evaluation process be conducted with utmost
honesty and integrity, revealing issues that would create compromise of interests, changes in
original plans and that the entire process should be explicit.

An assessment of the M & E process as implemented by various intervention stations showed a
number of steps towards ensuring honesty and integrity. The first step was the inclusion of the
various stakeholders in the M & E process. During the community animation process, an
elaborate discussion is held with the beneficiaries, where common perspectives are set, and
possible misunderstandings are clarified. At the same time, the roles of respective stakeholders in
the interventions are also well explained.

Producing timely and detailed reports is another step to ensure honesty. The donors of the
projects are annually informed through annual reports on what activities were conducted and
results obtained for the whole year. Such an agreement is usually included in the funding
contracts. In addition to these, further measures are put in place such as making the periodic
8

Proportion of those in the relevant age range attending primary and secondary school.
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records accessible to any interested parties at the intervention stations. As at the conclusion of this
fieldwork (30th April), 12 out of 15 projects had finalized and presented their 2007 reports.

There are also joint stakeholder meetings in many cases, where contentious issues are addressed.
For instance, PAS-Mile 7 on average holds one joint stakeholders meeting annually. Some
projects conduct it twice, while in some cases, it is conducted whenever there is need to.

With regard to reporting, this is done differently depending on the nature of the intervention,
requirements of the donor as well as the development office of the particular church. Nonetheless,
all the 15 sampled interventions operated on annual reports, all the agricultural stations had
quarterly reports as well, while most of the Microfinance interventions produced monthly and
annual reports.

Challenges
A challenge on this dimension is only the fact that there seemed to be more communication
between the intervention officers and the donors than with the other stakeholders. The
management of the interventions were found to be the most reported to, while beneficiaries would
only be met on average once a year by the projects, or if they personally visited the project
stations. While certainly there are costs involved in this, a little more could be done to increase
the avenues through which the downstream beneficiaries would be updated on intervention
activities and periodic performance.

Another major setback to the process is that in many cases the beneficiaries with-hold some
information and under-report the actual results of the interventions. This was mentioned in a
number of cases and was attributed to different reasons such as the attitude of modesty among
many poor people, the need to get more help from the interventions and the cultural mentality
that women should not do better than men. For that reason, they don’t openly report their actual
achievements for example in crop yields for fear of being ostracized. In addition, some people do
not want to be viewed as ‘getting rich’. This factor greatly compromises the honesty in the M & E
process.

In summary, the projects still showed a reasonably good degree of integrity and honesty in
handling the M & E processes.
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iv) Respect for People
This requires that the Evaluation exercise should be mindful of the dignity, security and selfworth of program participants and stakeholders. The process should seek to maximize all these
values for the stakeholders.

Distinctly, it was visible that many interventions were striving to respect the cultures of the
communities in various ways. For instance, Northern Ghana is predominantly Islam, estimated at
56%, followed by traditional religions at 21% while Christianity comes last at about 19%
(www.wikipedia.org). It is a common fact that Islam plays a great role in influencing the daily
lifestyles and perspectives of its adherents. Despite this fact, a majority of the interventions in the
region have Christian origins and management. Discussions held with the implementers show that
discrimination of beneficiaries has not been done on the basis of religion. A spot check conducted
of a number of community beneficiary registration rolls in the North region interventions showed
a largely Muslim membership.

The same principle applies to the staff employed to work in these interventions. There has been
no discrimination on the basis of religion, and employment is purely based on competence.
According to a number of field officers interviewed, whenever there is a review meeting in the
communities, the project officers often ask the Muslims do conduct prayers before the review
meetings are conducted. Similarly, believers in the traditional religion are also offered chance to
pour their libations and conduct their religious practices as applies to them. This shows the
respect that the officers have for the native cultures.

The other way of showing respect to the people is by conducting ‘community darbars’, meetings
where the community members and the project staff meet to discuss issues related to the
implementation of the projects. It is in such fora that new perspectives emerging from the
communities are documented. In such fora, the communities also advice the project officers in
identifying new areas that need interventions.

Another approach in ensuring respect is that the community groups are encouraged to design their
own Action Plans to facilitate the implementation and monitoring exercises. These Action Plans
are then harmonized with those developed by the project staff. Finally, efforts are also made to
involve community opinion leaders and representatives of various interest groups such as farmerbased groups (FBOs) in the M & E processes.
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Challenges
The strongest challenge that featured was the fact that sometimes the indicators suggested by the
communities are sacrificed in preference to indicators preferred by the donors of the project. It
was also reported that donors interrupt the running of the interventions through what they call
‘thematic focus’ which often change over time. Thematic focus of the donors may at times not be
compatible to the needs of the community. When this happens, the local partner organizations
have to change their outlook as well. This sometimes leads to premature termination or radical
alteration of interventions against the wishes of the target communities. For instance when
Cordaid switched from focus on agricultural projects to health in the North and the Upper East,
and also when ICCO switched to focus more on ‘Market Access’ agriculture in preference to
subsistence oriented agriculture. A complete orientation on ‘what to farm’ and ‘how’ changes
radically. This also affects the programme theories of the projects.

v) Responsibilities for General and Public Welfare
Responsibilities for general and public welfare require that the evaluation process should consider
the needs of the wider society, and not limiting itself only to its known stakeholders. Public
interests should be addressed.

A number of issues emerge under this dimension. First is the concern that the RBM structure has
and how it is implemented by the various interventions in their localities. One of the key public
issues addressed is the issue of gender equality, which has dominated public debates globally for
the last three decades. Findings from this study showed that over 90% of the projects have paid
great attention to gender equality since the mid 1990s. As a result of that, all the performance
reports examined during this study showed a clear distinction of how many female and how many
male beneficiaries were attended to by these interventions.

This is against the background that gender discrimination has been rampant in the Northern
region over a long period of time. According to a number of intervention officials interviewed,
this distinction has had wonderful results as far as advocacy for gender equality is concerned. The
step to outline the gender composition is a design that has been in-built into the RBM system by
the trainers (ACDEP) as a way of fostering participatory development. Remarkably from the
early 2000s, gender-based reporting has become part of the capacity building curriculum.
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The second eminent responsibility to public welfare has to do with public health concerns. The
agricultural interventions have exercised much attention to public health concerns, while
administering their interventions. For this reason, pregnant women and children are prohibited
from using chemical fertilizers. This is because of the side effects that the mentioned categories
of people would be prone to, if they used chemical fertilizers. It would lead to miscarriages
among pregnant women, and would also affect the development of children. Advocating against
the use of chemical fertilizers and including this as an indicator for tracking is an M & E exercise.

The third responsibility shown was the discouraging of the use of children of school going age in
daily farm activities. The responsibility here is to take a stand against child labor and also to
ensure that children are encouraged to go to school rather than working in the farms. These have
been treated as issues of advocacy, but at the same time tracking is done on them among the
registered beneficiaries.

Finally is the commitment to pro-poor development. This is especially apparent in the health and
Microfinance sectors. It has been argued severally that though Ghana shows a continuously
improving economic growth, measured against conventional HDI indicators, this growth has not
been pro-poor (GSS, 2007). The poor continue getting poorer while the better off keep getting
richer.

The Microfinance interventions visited expressed their commitment to focus their services on the
very poor but hard-working in society. In some cases such as Maata-N-Tudu, these interventions
have over time resisted pressure from donors and from the government to transform themselves
into formal competitive banking organizations. According to Lambogang, the Executive Director
of Maata-N-Tudu, such an adjustment would make rural Microfinance organizations to veer off
from their fundamental goal of helping the poorest segment in society.

Challenges
There were no substantial challenges arising from this dimension among the interventions visited
or even in the organization of the entire system. However this does not mean perfect
responsibility to the public welfare. It is common knowledge in Evaluation circles that the use of
Evaluation reports is normally low among many publics in both developing and the developed
countries as Bamberger, et al.(2006) argue. Hence, not many complaints are heard from members
of the public regarding the operations of such community projects.
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6.3 Summary on Participation and Evaluation Guidelines
The assessment of the RBM system in its structure, and its modes of implementation by various
interventions shows that both the system and the respective projects perform well on most of the
dimensions stipulated in AEA’s Guiding Principles for Evaluators, especially on systematic
inquiry, respect for people and responsibilities to the general public welfare. The other two
dimensions, (Competence and Integrity/Honesty) though not really bad, still need greater
attention. The two assessments also show a lot of thematic similarities between the two BestPractice Guideline documents.

On participation, determining the optimum level of stakeholder participation would be a difficult
issue, and different authors hold varying perspectives on this. Some argue for complete
participation of all stakeholders at all levels (Kuzek & Rist, 2004; Patton, 2002; UNDP, 1997;
Scriven, 1980) while others argue that this is an impossibility, observing that participation of
stakeholders can vary depending on their relevance to the various stages of the M & E process
(Massuanganhe, 2005). Similarly, taking a decision on whether the participation of stakeholders
in the Northern Ghana anti-poverty interventions was very good or poor would not be an easy
verdict, due to the value judgments involved and issues of evaluator subjectivity.

The sections on best practice methods have attempted to give a descriptive analysis of how the
various stakeholders participate in RBM and in the M & E processes as implemented by the
various interventions. In this summary, an effort has been made to score this participation
analytically based on the extent of stakeholder participation. Table 5 looks at the roles of every
level of stakeholder through five key stages of Monitoring and Evaluation; (a) Setting of
indicators, (b) data collection, (c) data analysis, (d) reporting, and (d) determination of outcomes.

UNDP (1997) prescribes criteria that should be used to analytically gauge the quality of
stakeholder participation. The decision is based on five dimensions; evaluation initiator, purpose
of the evaluation, who makes the (Monitoring and) Evaluation questions, 5-methods (dataprocesses), evaluator’s versus facilitator’s role and determination of impacts/ outcomes. Features
of these dimensions will not be discussed in this section since they already feature in the
descriptive analysis under the sections of stakeholder participation and Evaluation standards. For
details on the original criteria, see UNDP (1997). However table 5 gives a summary of the
analysis of the stakeholders, based on UNDP (1997) criteria mentioned above.
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Table 6. Analysis of stakeholder participation by sector
Dimension
Setting indicators

Stakeholder
Upstream- D
Upstream- G
Midstream
Downstream
Data collection
Upstream- D
Upstream- G
Midstream
Downstream
Data analysis
Upstream- D
Upstream- G
Midstream
Downstream
Reporting
Upstream- D
Upstream- G
Midstream
Downstream
Determination of outcomes Upstream- D
Upstream- G
Midstream
Downstream

Agriculture
High
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Low
High
High
Medium
Medium
High
Low
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low

Health
Medium
High
Medium
Low
Low
High
High
Low
Medium
High
High
Low
Medium
High
High
Low
Medium
High
High
Low

Microfinance
Medium
Medium
High
Low
Low
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
Low
Low
Low
High
Low
Medium
Medium
High
Medium

Notes. 1. Upstream stakeholders have been divided into two; Upstream- D (Donors) and upstream-G
(Government). This is because their levels of participation at various stages vary
significantly.
2. Midstream stakeholders refer to both intervention officers and their organizations. The former
acts as an agent of the latter.

As can be seen from table 5, stakeholder participation seems to be more active in health and in
agricultural interventions than in microfinance. But this seems to be more at the level of indicator
setting and data collection, then it reduces in subsequent data management procedures such as
analysis and reporting. Secondly, midstream stakeholders still have a stronger command of the M
& E process, being dominant in all the stages of the M & E process. Finally, downstream
stakeholders seem to have little participation generally in the M & E processes.

This study seems to have similar findings to Fine, Thayer & Coghlan’s 2000 study (cited in
Holte-McKenzie et al., 2006) which found out that while program staff, board members and
funders were involved in the evaluation design and data analysis, program participants
(beneficiaries) participated least in evaluations, and were often only involved in data collection.
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In the framework of critical theory/ constructivism which guides this study, it would also be
deduced that the M & E processes in the studied interventions exhibit power relationships to
some extent. This can be argued from the levels of participation as shown in table 5. Much as
there is a level of multiple stakeholder participation, the participation of downstream stakeholders
seem only to be from an ‘inclusion’ perspective and less from the ‘decision-making’ perspective.

Power relationships come out clearly in the design and implementation of the RBM system and
also in qualitative data gathered from the field, precisely, perspectives of beneficiaries regarding
stakeholder relations. Holte-McKenzie et al. (2006) report similar findings on power relationships
in their 2003 study in Kenya. In this Northern Ghana study, the upstream stakeholders seem to
exercise an amount of power on the midstream stakeholders, while generally, the midstream
stakeholders seem to have stronger control on the entire M & E processes.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1 Study Implications
Findings from this study might have a number of implications for the interventions studied, for
M & E practitioners and also for academicians involved in Evaluation Research. This chapter
discusses the possible lessons that would be learnt from this study in terms of policy and theory
implications. It then gives recommendations and finally ends with a brief conclusion of the entire
research study.

7.1.1 Implications for Monitoring and Evaluation Practice
The first implication focuses on capacity building. Capacity building has much to do with the
ability of intervention stakeholders to appreciate and use Monitoring and Evaluation information.
Bamberger, et al. (2006: 356) highlights three major areas that should be covered in Evaluation
capacity building; i) Strengthening the required Evaluation skills and knowledge, ii) developing
an understanding of the value of Evaluation as a planning, management, policy and political tool,
and iii) encouraging willingness to use evaluations to achieve these objectives.

Issues of implementation and performance of interventions need to be well known to as many
stakeholders as possible. Pertinent to Monitoring and Evaluation, capacity building requires that
the stakeholders be able to appreciate the M & E processes and be in a position to either conduct
or commission monitoring and evaluations from their perspectives. This is the level of
competence that would truly align M & E processes to Critical or Post-modern development
trends of the 21st century.

Findings from this study showed differentials in the capacities of the various stakeholders to
understand evaluation issues. Their participation varied significantly, with the midstream
stakeholders being more capable and the downstream stakeholders being least capable. Even
among the midstream stakeholders, capacity to handle effective RBM system seemed to be a real
challenge. The lesson here is that participatory M & E is a possibility, though might be
cumbersome. Depending on internal designs of M & E systems and organizational policies, good
capacity building can lead to wide stakeholder ownership of the development processes in local
settings. When stakeholders develop capacity to monitor and evaluate and they are sufficiently
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involved, they better accept the interventions as their own and not belonging to donors or
implementers.

Practitioners and organizations which are fundamentally ‘results-oriented’ need to enhance
evaluative skills among all levels of stakeholders. Bemberger et al. (2006) suggest that this can be
done either through formal or informal training programs and could also be done interactively
with different stakeholder groups. For the anti-poverty interventions in Northern Ghana,
sustaining RBM more participatorily will require boosted capacity building, especially targeting
problems of literacy among downstream stakeholders.

The second implication regards data management. The success of RBM depends largely on
efficient management of intervention data. This begins with developing relevant instruments and
goes all the way to analysis, interpretation and reporting. The agriculture interventions which
from findings proved to be more participatory seemed to have more loopholes in data gathering,
especially where community members were involved. Microfinance and health interventions
which were less participatory seemed to be recording more accurate data, though not exempted
from problems of data gathering at the community level. However this study has illustrated that
indeed through appropriate instruments, it is possible to engage different levels of stakeholders in
a competent M & E process. This finding disapproves a section of evaluators who argue that
engaging ‘unskilled’ stakeholders in evaluations reduces the quality of evaluations significantly
(Saunders, 2006).

Results from the study strongly point to a weakness in the system arising from the inability of
stakeholders to handle and process data in a meaningful way. At the downstream level, there was
widespread illiteracy, and at the midstream level, there was little ability to analyze the data and
interpret it in an interactive manner. This challenge could seriously lead to mere collection of
large volumes of data which eventually might not be used in a helpful way. Looked at in a
sectoral view, the overall challenge still remains the question of how to balance participation and
collective stakeholder focus on targeted results.

The third implication concerns the application of Summative (end of project) Evaluation. Many
writers have underscored the need for Summative Evaluation, which has to be understood apart
from the routine Monitoring and review processes. The level of adoption of the RBM system in
Northern Ghana appeared to be average, with 26 interventions out of the targeted 40 (in 1997)
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registering with ACDEP for capacity building of their intervention staff in RBM skills. However,
none of the interventions confirmed having done a holistic summative evaluation, though some
had run more than two project periods. The local implementers relied on National Living
Standards Survey reports while the donor agencies relied on annual reports and ‘once in a while’
field visits. This could have a strong implication for Evaluation policy.

There is a strong need for advocacy of Evaluation use in the development interventions such as
the ones studied. This advocacy needs to be promoted among all levels of stakeholders, from the
donors to the beneficiaries, and should encourage an elaborate end of intervention phase
evaluation. This would help to capture the real impacts on the ground, especially the impacts that
are not captured by logical frameworks.

Fourth, a lesson could be drawn from the synergetic approach adopted by the Northern Ghana
interventions. As already discussed, findings report an extensive sectoral, inter- sectoral and
regional co-operation in the M & E processes, mainly agriculture, microfinance and health. There
is cross inter-dependence on indicators setting, conducting baseline studies, sharing communitylevel data among others. In addition, peer review sessions offered a rigorous way to strengthen
the performance of M & E procedures in these interventions.

This lesson could be borrowed by other projects working in different regions. For instance, multisite interventions could use this method to organize internal Process Evaluations of their various
units. A summative evaluator could also use this technique to foster a multi-site evaluation for
example, engaging the internal M & E personnel in setting dimensions of merit and in conducting
some stages of the summative evaluation in a participatory manner. Multi-site evaluations often
involve one evaluand (object of evaluation) which has different sites of implementation and each
site running in its unique environment, while the overall organizational goal is mostly the same.
Synergetic approach involving staff from the various sites could be useful in conducting sitebased sub-evaluations as part of the whole, as specified in the Key Evaluations Checklist, KEC
(Scriven, 2003). This approach could increase ownership of the evaluation within the
organization and at the same time boost organizational learning.

Fifth, results from this study have also shown that culture and illiteracy are some of the major setbacks on M & E processes in community based interventions, especially if the system is resultsoriented. It has been discussed in the various sections how the local interventions deal with the
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two constraints. Social equality advocacy is one of the ways adopted by most of the studied
interventions. Literacy components have also been added to the core-programs as ‘fringe
programs’. For example, TUDRIDEP’s shepherds’ literacy program (TUDRIDEP Reports, 2007),
and Presbyterian stations’ literacy and advocacy programs. A number of authors have mentioned
culture as a great barrier to Participatory M & E process (Scheyvens, 1998; Rajbhandary, 2003, in

Holte-McKenzie et al., 2006),for instance that it influences values in evaluations and also
sanctions where one could or not participate based on social characteristics.
The lesson here is that development is a multi-dimensional process/ concept, and so the
effectiveness of the core-intervention programme could be improved by adopting some advocacy
components as fringe programs in localities where social inequalities prevail on the background
of poverty. This lesson is important for any participatory M & E system, that the participation of
stakeholders be accompanied by advocacy for under-privileged groups in society.

Finally, findings present a challenge on how to deal with qualitative data. It appears to be a big
problem in relation to RBM system. This is particularly so because much of the qualitative results
are normally unforeseen in Log Frame planning. It is also through qualitative results captured
through narratives by beneficiaries that the emic to etic principles can be achieved, as discussed
by Chambers (1994). So far findings suggest that the process of Monitoring and Evaluation
remains predominantly emic (outsider and professionally driven).

7.1.2 Implications for Evaluation Theories
First, this study has yielded what could be a contribution to perspectives on poverty and well
being. This strongly emanated from religious perspectives (See sec 4.2). Well being has been
viewed as divine rights given by God to humanity. Poverty is seen as a phenomenon that takes
away these divine rights to good living. The role of an intervention in the Christian sense is
therefore to restore these rights, and enable humanity to live well according to divine purposes.

Secondly, the preference for RBM as an M & E system implies more focus on results and Logical
Frameworks. It still asserts the pre-post mode of thinking which was dominant in previous M & E
systems prior to the advent of participatory methodologies, as noted by MDF (2007). As found
out in this study, community based development organizations which depend on external funding
still have obligations of accountability to the donors, a fact that makes RBM an imperative. As
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noted in the SWOT analysis section, it is evident that RBM as a planning, monitoring and
evaluation system has become a fashion among funding agencies.

The adoption of RBM inherently implies strict adherence to Log-Frame principles, an approach
which many Evaluation theorists have termed ‘traditional’ or ‘technical’. Study findings show
that much as participatory methodologies have become acceptable in development circles, goalrationality continues to dominate actual practice. This re-asserts principles of Log-Frames,
competence and transparency, and has very little attention to stakeholder participation.
Evaluation practitioners who favour stakeholder participation more than Log Frame have insisted
that stakeholders should have more decision making in the evaluation process, and this involves
a posteriori setting of dimensions of merit, as was seen in the methodology applied by Andiema
et al. (2002).

This study has reported application of participatory methodologies, but where participation of
downstream stakeholders is more from an ‘inclusion’ perspective with little decision making
powers. This might have some implications for stakeholder empowerment, as a cardinal objective
of Participatory Evaluation. As espoused among various participatory theorists, the role of postmodern social science methodologies is to empower the weak categories of people in society
(Mabry, 2002). Questions would consequently arise at the level of theory, whether ‘guided
participation’ (inclusion) of bottom stream stakeholders in the M & E process amounts to
participatory evaluations. Does this scenario capture the objective of empowerment in Evaluation
or does it portray a situation of disempowerment? While empowerment conceptually connotates
freedom especially in choice and in decision making, guidance may at times involve manipulation.

According to Mabry, post-modernism involves “… a cognizance and critique of the
disempowerment and dehumanization of those at the bottom by those at the top” (Mabry, 2002:
143). Perhaps the theoretical wave of participatory methodologies (Chambers 1994; 2007) could
be in conflict with result-orientedness of M & E practice at this point (empowerment), though
both perspectives lie at the centre of 21st Century programme Evaluation Practice.

Findings on ‘guided participation’ suggest that a new discussion is needed on the application of
post-modern critical theories in Evaluation. If the main purpose of critical theories is to bring
about empowerment in evaluations (Fetterman, 2001), then application of RBM may make this
objective difficult. Miller & Lennie (2005) in their experience with Empowerment Evaluation
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methodologies in Australia comment that “…a critical approach to the Empowerment Evaluation
is required to avoid the idealism that tends to be evident in publications advocating this approach
to evaluations”. On a similar note, this study concludes that truly empowering Monitoring and
Evaluation sounds too ideal and is in need of more context-based Evaluation Research such as
this particular one.

Power relations are also inherent to the application of RBM, which critical research/ evaluation is
supposed to address. Denzin and Lincoln observe that,
Critical Research can be best understood in the context of the empowerment of
individuals. Inquiry that aspires to the name critical (emphasis provided) must be
connected to an attempt to confront the injustice of a particular society or sphere
within society (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998: 264).

It therefore remains a challenge how RBM could be made participatory and empowering, as this
could affect traditional approaches in the use of RBM as a planning tool. This is especially
against the background that North-South Development Co-operation has continuously
emphasized on accountability and evidence-based performance results (Lucardie, 2008, Jan), a
factor which will further entrench the application of RBM.

Third, findings from this study show an RBM system that is a hybrid of Logical Frameworks and
Participatory Monitoring and Evaluation. The performance of this approach shows that in practice,
Goal-Based and Participatory approaches to Evaluation can co-exist, contrary to theoretical view
points which see the two as opposites and mutually exclusive. This puts a challenge on existing
Evaluation theories. It also challenges Guba & Lincoln’s (1989) theorizations on successive
Generations of Evaluation methodologies. The two authors see the current 4th Generation of
Evaluation methodologies to be mostly participatory and based on dialogue, with little focus on
the traditional Log-Frames. Results from this study show that the Fourth Generation has
properties of previous ‘generations’ as well.

Fourth, existing literature feature RBM widely with strong connotations of rigid logical
frameworks. This connotation further implies expert-drivenness and exclusiveness, as notes
Verschuren & Zolnai (1998) and MDF (2007). As already discussed in the findings, there could
be a reasonable level of stakeholder participation, even if just from the ‘inclusion’ perspective.
The Northern Ghana interventions show that indeed RBM can be operated on participatory
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methodologies as well. This could signal an implication, perhaps a new genre should be
developed by the name Participatory Results Based Management (PRBM). By the inclusion of
the ‘R’, this may take away the connotations of exclusiveness and Log Frame rigidity, thereby
expressing adequately the blendedness of this design.

The fifth implication is on conducting Evaluation Research. Post-modern Evaluation Research
has been much focussed on finding out the ways in which stakeholders are included in the
Evaluation processes. Like this study, many Evaluation researchers conceptualize Evaluation
systems with strong participatory-mindedness. Operationalization of variable indicators is
therefore done in the same manner as setting dimensions of merit in real evaluations. Particularly,
there seems to be a methodological similarity in conducting Meta-Evaluations and Evaluation
Research. Meta-Evaluation adopts a checklist approach, which is prescriptive. In prescriptive
/checklist approach, the researcher/ evaluator begins with already existing opinion on what data to
look for, and what good and bad indicators would be. Prescriptive approach may bias Evaluation
Research, though it is not a problem in Meta-Evaluation, which is often value-laden.

Conducting Evaluation Research with this prescriptive/ check-list approach could compromise
the real picture of the existing systems and how they operate at a contextual level. In short,
designing Evaluation Research from perspectives of post-modern Evaluation theory needs a lot of
caution from the researcher since it could lead to a normative study rather than a positive one.
This could put the researcher ahead of the research, preventing a good understanding of how the
M & E systems really work in organizational contexts.

Due to the anticipated power structures inherent to RBM, it would be advisable to adopt the
‘Systems Thinking’ approach, as this will allow more objective learning of the M & E systems on
the ground. The distinction here is that systems approach is more positive rather than normative,
in that the approach would dwell on studying the system ‘as it is’ and as it operates instead of
approaching with the idea of investigating whether the system operates ‘as it should’. Normative
approaches such as participatory methodologies are prone to idealism as mentioned by Miller &
Lennie (2005). Systems approach would concentrate on studying the internal mechanisms and
dynamics of participation. It would be more meaningful in describing and analyzing the
participation of the stakeholders within the RBM context.
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7.2.1 Policy Recommendations
From the findings, one of the major problems affecting the implementation of RBM was
resources needed for a proper implementation, particularly financial resources. It has been widely
argued that implementation of RBM is an expensive exercise (Kusek & Rist, 2006). For that
reason, it would be recommended that every intervention should have a sufficient budgetary
allocation for M & E. This provision needs to be included as part of the proposal, rather than
treating M & E as part of regular administrative expenses. Different organizations handle this
issue differently, but Frankel and Gage (2007) suggest that 5-10% of project budget should be
allocated for M & E. Pre-implementation budget on this would help the process run more
smoothly, and not be seen as ‘eating too much’ into routine administrative budget.

Secondly, it would be advisable for all anti-poverty interventions to have some provisions for
literacy training as fringe programmes. This might increase the cost of these interventions, but it
would have benefits if stakeholders are to be included in routine data collection and management
procedures. Basic functional literacy programmes would do well. This would help the
downstream beneficiaries to understand the M & E process better. In addition to that, some
computer-based data management skills might be requisite for the midstream stakeholders, who
play the role of implementers.

Manual data storage and processing jeopardize the accuracy of intervention performance
measurement, and makes it difficult to generate analytical reports at short notices. In Northern
Ghana, the initiative to start the 2008 – 2012 EU-funded ICT project for local organizations and
stakeholders is a good step. Relevantly designed, it could significantly streamline the M & E
processes in the region.

Third, there is need for increased efforts on building baseline data in the region. Appropriate
collaborations could be made among the various development actors in the region to facilitate the
building of baseline data. The Government Statistical Department could coordinate with the local
actors to improve on this, and to do it at a more efficient level, rather than relying on periodic
national surveys. On many occasions the credibility of national survey statistics have been
doubted due to the manner in which they are conducted. Without disapproving the validity of the
national survey statistical reports, a recommendation would be made to use such reports as a point
of beginning, but not as an all time reference material. Having subsidiary baselines which are
more localised and frequently updated would make the M & E processes more realistic.
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Finally, the local development actors could think about having some kind of specializations based
on objectives. Currently, most intervention stations have too many goals and objectives pursued
simultaneously, and implemented using the same staff in the same communities. Furthermore,
there is duplication of objectives in the same communities. This takes too much time in data
gathering, which may make data management too difficult. As a result, intervention officers get
exhausted, overhead costs go up while marginal benefits might be low. These factors could
potentially compromise the effectiveness of the M & E systems.

7.2.2 Recommendations for Further Research
This was a highly challenging study which tried to investigate the M & E systems applied in
various interventions. At the beginning, the study assumed that every intervention unit
concentrated on just one specific objective. During the field study, it was discovered that many
interventions operated with more than one objective, which were implemented simultaneously.
The method of conducting M & E remained RBM, but the stakeholders involved and specific data
collection methods varied and sometimes overlapped. This could make an objective inquiry very
complex and difficult, especially where generalizations are expected.

It would also be very difficult to include all the objectives under one particular intervention in a
short-duration of study such as was available for this inquiry. For that reason, it would be
advisable to have a more in-depth understanding of the intervention components and make
selections of specific objectives or sub-objectives appropriately. Cross comparisons also proved
to be problematic. This could be made easier by concentrating on just one sector, for example
agriculture or health. This could perhaps improve comparisons in such a study.

Finally, being a systems research, adoption of the Systems Approach would be recommended. It
would be helpful for the researcher to extend the scope of theoretical reviews to other areas of
Social Sciences beyond Evaluations. As Chambers (2007) advices, the researcher should be more
of a learner who simply studies how the systems work. There would be theoretical implications
too involved in this option.

Talcott Parson’s Structural Functionalism (Fararo, 2001) would be a good theoretical perspective
to start from. A few other sociological theorists like Durkheim also provide useful orientations.
Structural Functionalism begins with the premise that social systems (of which participatory M &
E would be a practical type) are made up of inter-dependent segments/ components, each of
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which serve a specific role to ensure the effectiveness of the whole system. While Evaluation
practise in its post-modern trend advocates for participatory approaches, Evaluation research
would do well to focus more on analysing intervention stakeholders and their roles as the
different inter-dependent components in respective M & E systems.

In Structural Functionalism, social structures are stressed and the respective components are
made the center of analytical inquiry (Parsons, 1951; 1977 in Munch, 2001; Fararo, 2001;
www.wikipedia.com). As an Evaluation researcher, the approach would be to map out the
patterns of behaviour in the M & E processes and to analyze the performance of the overall
system on the basis of how effectively the various components function. Structural Functionalism
has been applied widely to study organizational cultures, effectiveness and behaviour.
A number of efforts are lately engaged in the application of ‘Systems Thinking’ in Evaluations.
(Williams, 2008, July) 9 . As noted by Williams, prominent approaches include the Systems
Dynamics and Soft Systems Methodology approach. This development reflects the need for this
recommendation on theoretical change (http://users.actrix.co.nz/bobwill). Concerning the origins
of Systems Thinking in Evaluations, Williams remarks that;
The origins of systems theory and many of the approaches described here draw
from two inter-connected threads. There were the “engineers” such as Von
Bertallanfy and Ackoff, and there were the group dynamicists and organisational
developers such as Bohm, Emery, Trist, Revans and to some extent Lewin.
(Williams 2006, Version 1.2)

In short, Structural Functionalism would provide a better theoretical approach than mainstream
Evaluation theories approach as used in my study, in studying M & E systems in their
geographical and organizational contexts. This is especially so because there are no rigid
standards on how M & E standards should be designed, all that exist are best practice
guidelines which are often customized based on contextual characteristics. The participation of
stakeholders could then be patterned and analyzed for scientific reporting, by inquisitively
studying the dynamics of their participation and how their respective participation contributes
to the overall performance of the M&E system under study.

9

Based on expert opinion in email communications, dated 25th July,2008
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7.3 Conclusions
This research set out to study the M & E systems applied in anti-poverty interventions in
Northern Ghana. The aims were to explore the existing systems and to investigate the extent to
which the systems engaged the participation of intervention stakeholders, while still meeting
professional Evaluation standards.

The study discovered that Results-Based Management was the popular system applied by almost
all interventions. This model of RBM was a blend of both PME and traditional RBM’s Log
Frame. Participation of stakeholders was varied, but more controlled from the midstream level.
Nonetheless the mode of implementation of RBM in Northern Ghana showed a reasonably good
advancement in M & E practise, balancing between participation and result-orientedness. It could
be considered a remarkable show-case of how the 21st century wave of participatory
methodologies have been reconciled with the demand for transparency, accountability and
performance results in the world of Development Co-operation.
A number of challenges constrain the effectiveness of the RBM system in the various stations at
an organizational level. The major ones include; i) Data management and processing, especially
qualitative data, ii) high rates of M & E staff turnover, which negate capacity building efforts and
iii) low technical competence and literacy, especially on the part of beneficiary stakeholders.

Through peer collaborations and cross-consultations and through regional capacity building
efforts coordinated by ACDEP, the Northern Ghana anti-poverty interventions remarkably
engaged the participation of their stakeholders at various levels of the M & E process. Monitoring,
in the sense of process evaluation was handled with a good level of competence, though end of
project (summative) evaluation was infrequently and irregularly done. It is an area that needs to
be addressed.

The pattern of stakeholder participation however reflected power relations inherent in the systems,
as exemplified by the dominance of the midstream stakeholders. Power relations also exist
between the upstream and midstream stake-holders, with the upstream levels having more
influence on setting dimensions of the M & E process, indicator selection and reporting formats.
On a more general note, power relations remains one of the salient issues that need to be
addressed in Monitoring and Evaluation practise, and much more in Evaluation Theory.
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Appendix 1. The Political Administrative Regions of Ghana

Source: http://www.cehjournal.org (Accessed on 19th Aug 2008)
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Appendix 2. Cordaid Active Projects and Funding Scope, 2000 – 2008
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